ORDINARY AGENDA
COUNCIL MEETING
Tuesday 13 August 2019

COUNCIL MEETING VISITORS
Visitors are most welcome to attend Council meetings.
Visitors attending a Council Meeting agree to abide by the following rules:

Visitors are required to sign the Visitor Book and provide their name and full
residential address before entering the meeting room.



Visitors are only allowed to address Council with the permission of the
Chairperson.



When addressing Council the speaker is asked not to swear or use
threatening language.



Visitors who refuse to abide by these rules will be asked to leave the meeting
by the Chairperson.

SECURITY PROCEDURES


Council staff will ensure that all visitors have signed the Visitor Book.



A visitor who continually interjects during the meeting or uses threatening
language to Councillors or staff, will be asked by the Chairperson to cease
immediately.



If the visitor fails to abide by the request of the Chairperson, the Chairperson
shall suspend the meeting and ask the visitor to leave the meeting
immediately.



If the visitor fails to leave the meeting immediately, the General Manager is
to contact Tasmania Police to come and remove the visitor from the building.



Once the visitor has left the building the Chairperson may resume the
meeting.



In the case of extreme emergency caused by a visitor, the Chairperson is to
activate the Distress Button immediately and Tasmania Police will be called.
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PO Box 102, Westbury
Tasmania 7303

Dear Councillors
I wish to advise that an Ordinary Meeting of the Meander Valley Council will be
held at the Westbury Council Chambers, 26 Lyall Street, Westbury, on Tuesday
13 August 2019 at 4.00pm.

Martin Gill
GENERAL MANAGER
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Evacuation and Safety:
At the commencement of the meeting the Mayor will advise that,
• Evacuation details and information are located on the wall to his right;
• In the unlikelihood of an emergency evacuation an alarm will sound and evacuation wardens
will assist with the evacuation. When directed, everyone will be required to exit in an orderly
fashion through the front doors and go directly to the evacuation point which is in the carpark at the side of the Town Hall.

Agenda for an Ordinary Meeting of the Meander Valley Council to be held at the
Council Chambers Meeting Room, 26 Lyall Street, Westbury, on Tuesday 13 August
2019 at 4.00pm.

PRESENT:
APOLOGIES:
IN ATTENDANCE:

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES:
Councillor xx moved and Councillor xx seconded, “that the minutes of the
Ordinary Meeting of Council held on Tuesday 9 July 2019, be received and
confirmed.”

COUNCIL WORKSHOPS HELD SINCE THE LAST MEETING:
Date
23 July 2019

Items discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting with Hon Rebecca White MP and Hon David O’Byrne MP
Games Services Tasmania presentation
Deloraine & Districts Recreation Feasibility Study
Building Surveying Services
Policy No. 74 - Conservation Covenant Incentive Scheme
Sale and purchase of Council property
Proposal to install road humps on Bradford Avenue, Prospect Vale
Sealed Rural Road Speed Limits
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ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE MAYOR:
24 July
 Opening of Ridley’s at Westbury
 NTDC Lamb Forum at Launceston

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY COUNCILLORS:
Nil

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:

TABLING AND ACTION ON PETITIONS:
Nil
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PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
General Rules for Question Time:
Public question time will continue for no more than thirty minutes for ‘questions on notice’ and
‘questions without notice’.
At the beginning of public question time, the Chairperson will firstly refer to the questions on notice.
The Chairperson will ask each person who has a question on notice to come forward and state their
name and where they are from (suburb or town) before asking their question(s).
The Chairperson will then ask anyone else with a question without notice to come forward and give
their name and where they are from (suburb or town) before asking their question.
If called upon by the Chairperson, a person asking a question without notice may need to submit a
written copy of their question to the Chairperson in order to clarify the content of the question.
A member of the public may ask a Council officer to read their question for them.
If accepted by the Chairperson, the question will be responded to, or, it may be taken on notice as a
‘question on notice’ for the next Council meeting. Questions will usually be taken on notice in cases
where the questions raised at the meeting require further research or clarification. These questions
will need to be submitted as a written copy to the Chairperson prior to the end of public question
time.
The Chairperson may direct a Councillor or Council officer to provide a response.
All questions and answers must be kept as brief as possible.
There will be no debate on any questions or answers.
In the event that the same or similar question is raised by more than one person, an answer may be
given as a combined response.
Questions on notice and their responses will be minuted.
Questions without notice raised during public question time and the responses to them will be
minuted with exception to those questions taken on notice for the next Council meeting.
Once the allocated time period of thirty minutes has ended, the Chairperson will declare public
question time ended. At this time, any person who has not had the opportunity to put forward a
question will be invited to submit their question in writing for the next meeting.
Notes
•
Council officers may be called upon to provide assistance to those wishing to register a
question, particularly those with a disability or from non-English speaking cultures, by typing
their questions.
•
The Chairperson may allocate a maximum time for each question, depending on the
complexity of the issue, and on how many questions are asked at the meeting. The
Chairperson may also indicate when sufficient response to a question has been provided.
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•

Limited Privilege: Members of the public should be reminded that the protection of
parliamentary privilege does not apply to local government, and any statements or
discussion in the Council Chamber or any document, produced are subject to the laws of
defamation.

For further information please telephone 6393 5300 or visit www.meander.tas.gov.au

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
1.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE – JULY 2019

Nil
2.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE – AUGUST 2019

2.1

Bill Bartlett, Bracknell

I write with regards at item I have just noticed from the minutes of the Council
meeting of Tuesday 9 July 2019, specifically a question and answer performance
staged between Councillor Tanya King and the General Manager Jonathan Harmey.
This performance entailed a series of questions and answers which are extremely
misleading, downright false and seem purposely designed to incite hatred of people
living in charitable housing. I was quite shocked at this disgraceful and offensive
public performance and must insist on the right to set the record straight. I believe
ratepayers are also entitled to an apology at the very least, if not the resignations of
both Councillor King and the General Manager.
The first of these questions immediately betrays the fact that Councillor King does
not really grasp the issues dealt with in the recent Supreme Court decision on
charitable rates exemption. But the General Manager fails to take the opportunity to
clarify the matter and proceeds as if the premise of the question, that the Supreme
Court case had found that all independent living units owned by charities are
exempt from rates, was correct. In answer the GM merely sets out the total revenue
loss to the Council arising from this decision, about $40,000 PA
Councillor King's next question is even more tendentious:
"Does the decision to deem the independent living units exempt from general
rates mean the rest of the community will now pay more to cover the amount of
rates that have been lost?"
But the misleading premise of the question, that independent living units are now
exempt from rates is not corrected by the GM, instead he goes on a rant about the
decision meaning that some private homes are now exempt from rates and to
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whine that the council had long believed that, because a lower court had swallowed
the preposterous self-serving interpretation of the law adopted by Council. It was
somehow unfair that a higher court should over-rule it.
The GM went on to muddy the water with total falsehoods, saying:
"The Supreme Court’s decision has raised some questions around consistency
and equity amongst the sector. A resident renting an independent living unit
as their family home may now pay no general rates or fire levies, where a
resident renting a similar unit as their family home that is not an ‘independent
living’ property may pay full rates and fire levies. Independent living units
are, by their very definition, accommodation units designed for independent,
active retirees who do not require special assistance with day-to-day living.
What distinguishes them from aged-care facilities is that independent living
units are used as normal and private residences, just like anyone else’s home.
Like all residents, owners of independent living units benefit from council roads,
footpaths, walking and cycling trails, parks and reserves, but they will now not
have to contribute."
Just to be clear, the Supreme Court does not make all independent living units
exempt from rates. It simply clarifies that if a property is otherwise exempt from
rates, because it is owned and occupied for charitable purposes, Council cannot
refuse to apply the exemption simply because the charitable purpose relates to the
direct provision of charitable housing to people.
This does not of course mean that all independent living units have suddenly
become exempt from rates, as the GM implies.
As for the offensive whine about some people not having to contribute, those
pensioners who own their own homes are also entitled to a concession on rates,
while poorer pensioners who rent get no concession. Because private landlords pay
the rates and are not entitled to a concession. They will remain, I should point out
(to correct the false information given by the GM) ineligible for a rate exemption.
Simply because they are not engaged in a charitable endeavour. Private owners do
not own properties for charitable purposes and they do not let them out for
charitable purposes. So no exemption, despite what Councillor King and the GM
claim.
In any case, it seems extraordinary that Councillor King and the GM have launched
such a bitter tirade over the loss of less than a half of 1% of the Council’s reported
$20 million revenue. They really need to get a grip. Its less than the grants Council is
reported in the same Minutes to have handed out to sporting and community
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groups. The main difference is that exemptions for charitable groups is a long
established responsibility mandated by state law. Just because Council have had the
self-serving loophole they concocted laughed out of Court, doesn’t mean that the
exemption wasn’t a long-standing responsibility that the Council had to its
community.
To its shame the Council has tried to duck and weave and evade its lawful
responsibility, but the Supreme Court has finally put a stop to this anti-social farce.
Tanya King then urges the GM on to make further misleading and tendentious
comments about how it might be necessary for the state government to “clarify” the
exemption. But again, the GM is talking nonsense. There is no lack of clarity. The
Supreme Court’s decision was crystal clear. What this performance by Councillor
King and the GM is about is getting support as part of lobbying the state
government to bring in a new tax on charities. Specifically, to impose a new tax on
charities providing charitable housing. In the middle of the biggest affordable
housing crisis in a generation.
What the state government will make of that kind of politically tone-deaf lobbying I
can’t imagine. But I guess the fact that the lobbying is based on such outrageous
falsehoods suggests that even Councillor King and the GM, as proponents, must
believe that calm reasoned truth is unlikely to get them anywhere, they will need to
spread lies and misinformation to achieve their ends.
I demand that, to correct the official record, this letter should be incorporated into
the official minutes of the next Council meeting.
Response by Jonathan Harmey, Director Corporate Services:
Mr Martin Gill is the General Manager at the Meander Valley Council.
The questions asked by Councillor King at the July 2019 Council Meeting were
appropriate and responses were provided at the July meeting. No amendment
is considered necessary.
Mr Bartlett has had a number of dealings with council in relation to charitable
rates exemptions. In 2002 Mr Bartlett applied for a rates exemption for two
properties he is associated with on the basis of the tenants having a charitable
purpose; the request was denied by Council. Mr Bartlett subsequently appealed
this decision to the Magistrates Court where the appeal was rejected by the
court in January 2003. Following this Mr Bartlett subsequently lodged a further
appeal of that decision to the Supreme Court. The appeal to the Supreme Court
was dismissed by the court in March 2003. Mr Bartlett has applied for a rates
exemption for the same two properties in 2019. We have sought legal advice to
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assist in identifying whether the Supreme Court decision from 2018 Mr Bartlett
has referred to, has changed the eligibility of these properties where a rates
exemption has been requested. Mr Bartlett has been advised that following the
receipt of the legal advice he will receive an overview of the relevant issues.
3.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE – AUGUST 2019

COUNCILLOR QUESTION TIME
1.

COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE – JULY 2019

Nil
2.

COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE – AUGUST 2019

Nil
3.

COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE – AUGUST 2019

DEPUTATIONS BY MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
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CERTIFICATION
“I certify that with respect to all advice, information or recommendation provided
to Council with this agenda:
1.

the advice, information or recommendation is given by a person who has
the qualifications or experience necessary to give such advice, information
or recommendation, and

2.

where any advice is given directly to Council by a person who does not
have the required qualifications or experience that person has obtained and
taken into account in that person’s general advice the advice from an
appropriately qualified or experienced person.”

Martin Gill
GENERAL MANAGER

“Notes: S65(1) of the Local Government Act requires the General Manager to
ensure that any advice, information or recommendation given to the Council (or a
Council committee) is given by a person who has the qualifications or experience
necessary to give such advice, information or recommendation. S65(2) forbids
Council from deciding any matter which requires the advice of a qualified person
without considering that advice.”
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PLANNING AUTHORITY ITEMS
For the purposes of considering the following Planning Authority items, Council is
acting as a Planning Authority under the provisions of the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act 1993.
The following are applicable to all Planning Authority reports:
Strategic/Annual Plan Conformance
Council has a target under the Annual Plan to assess applications within
statutory timeframes.
Policy Implications
Not applicable.
Legislation
Council must process and determine the application in accordance with the
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA) and its Planning Scheme.
The application is made in accordance with Section 57 of LUPAA.
Risk Management
Risk is managed by the inclusion of appropriate conditions on the planning
permit.
Financial Impact
If the application is subject to an appeal to the Resource Management Planning
and Appeal Tribunal, Council may be subject to the cost associated with
defending its decision.
Alternative Options
Council can either approve the application with amended conditions or refuse
the application.
Voting Requirements
Simple Majority
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PLANNING AUTHORITY 1
Reference No. 131/2019
1 FARRELLS ROAD, REEDY MARSH
Planning Application:

PA\19\0198

Proposal:

Subdivision (2 lots) & Residential outbuildings

Author:

Leanne Rabjohns
Town Planner

1) Introduction
Applicant
Owner
Property
Zoning
Discretions

PDA Surveyors
R Young
1 Farrells Road, Reedy Marsh (CT 11940/2)
Rural Living Zone
13.4.1
Building Design and Siting
13.4.2.1 General Suitability
13.4.2.2 Lot Area, Building Envelope and
Frontage
E4.6.1
Use and Road or Rail Infrastructure
E4.7.2
Management of Road and Accesses
and Junctions
E4.7.4
Sight Distance at Accesses, Junctions
and Level Crossings
E8.6.1
Habitat and Vegetation Management

Existing Land Use
Number of Representations
Decision Due
Planning Scheme:

Residential
Two (2)
13 August 2019
Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2013
(the Planning Scheme)

2) Recommendation
It is recommended that the application for Use and Development for
Subdivision (2 lots) & Residential outbuildings on land located at 1 Farrells
Road, Reedy Marsh (CT 11940/2) by PDA Surveyors, be APPROVED, generally
in accordance with the endorsed plans:
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a) PDA Surveyors – Plan of Subdivision – dated 26 June 2019;
b) Livingston Natural Resource Services – letter dated 26 June 2019;
c) Livingston Natural Resource Services – Bushfire Hazard Management
Report: Subdivision – dated 15 March 2019;
d) Details of buildings on site (10 pages);
and subject to the following conditions:
1. Covenants or similar restrictive controls must not be included on or
otherwise imposed on the titles to the lots created by the subdivision,
permitted by this permit unless:
a) Such covenants or controls are expressly authorised by the terms
of this permit; or
b) Such covenants or similar controls are expressly authorised by the
consent in writing of Council.
c) Such covenants or similar controls are submitted for and receive
written approval by Council prior to submission of a Plan of
Survey and associated title documentation is submitted to Council
for sealing.
2. The use of outbuildings is not permitted for human habitation and is
limited to residential storage and related residential activities only.
3. Prior to the sealing of the final plan of survey, vegetation is to be
removed to the north side of the access to Lot 1 to provide adequate
sight distances to the satisfaction of Council’s Director Infrastructure
Services.
Note:
1. Prior to the removal of road side vegetation, separate consent is required

by the Road Authority. All enquiries should be directed to Council’s
Infrastructure Department on 6393 5312.

2. A Planning Approval will be required for any future vegetation removal.
3. Any other proposed development and/or use, including amendments to

this proposal, may require a separate planning application and

assessment against the Planning Scheme by Council. All enquiries can be
directed to Council’s Community and Development Services on 6393 5320
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or via email: mail@mvc.tas.gov.au.
4. This permit does not imply that any other approval required under any
other by-law or legislation has been granted. The following additional
approvals may be required before construction commences:
a) Building approval

b) Plumbing approval

All enquiries should be directed to Council’s Permit Authority on 6393
5320 or Council’s Plumbing Surveyor on 0419 510 770.
5. This permit takes effect after:

a) The 14 day appeal period expires; or

b) Any appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal
c)

Tribunal is abandoned or determined; or.

Any other required approvals under this or any other Act are granted.

6. A planning appeal may be instituted by lodging a notice of appeal with

the Registrar of the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal.

A planning appeal may be instituted within 14 days of the date the

Corporation serves notice of the decision on the applicant. For more
information see the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
website www.rmpat.tas.gov.au.

7. If an applicant is the only person with a right of appeal pursuant to
section 61 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 and wishes

to commence the use or development for which the permit has been

granted within that 14 day period, the Council must be so notified in
writing. A copy of Council’s Notice to Waive Right of Appeal is attached.

8. This permit is valid for two (2) years only from the date of approval and
will thereafter lapse if the development is not substantially commenced.
An extension may be granted if a request is received.

9. In accordance with the legislation, all permits issued by the permit
authority are public documents. Members of the public will be able to
view this permit (which includes the endorsed documents) on request, at
the Council Office.
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10. If any Aboriginal relics are uncovered during works;

a) All works are to cease within a delineated area sufficient to protect the
unearthed and other possible relics from destruction,

b) The presence of a relic is to be reported to Aboriginal Heritage
Tasmania Phone: (03) 6233 6613 or 1300 135 513 (ask for Aboriginal

Heritage
c)

Tasmania

Fax:

(03)

aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au); and

6233

5555

Email:

The relevant approval processes will apply with state and federal
government agencies.

3) Background
The application proposes to create an additional lot at 1 Farrells Road in Reedy
Marsh (see Figure 1 below). The property is 4.884ha in size and contains a
dwelling and a number of outbuildings (see Table 1 below).
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Figure 1: proposed subdivision layout (PDA Surveyors, 2019)
Lot
1

Area (ha±)
2.12

Frontage (m±)
195

2

2.76
150.4 + 177.1
Total area:
4.88
Table 1: features of proposed application

Features
Number of undocumented
buildings and access
Dwelling, outbuildings and access
Title documents show the land
area being 4.884ha

The application revealed a number of undocumented outbuildings and
vegetation clearance within the proposed Lot 1. The access servicing Lot 1 has
been installed without the approval of the Road Authority.
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4) Representations
The application was advertised for the statutory 14-day period.
Two (2) representations were received (attached documents). A summary of the
representations is as follows:
Representation 1:
a) Proposed lot sizes are below the standard;
b) Surrounding small lots are legacy issue and should not be used to justify
proposed subdivision;
c) Ignoring Reedy Marsh Planning Scheme;
d) Set a precedent for further subdivision and loss of vegetation and wildlife
habitat.
Representation 2:
a) Proposed lot sizes are below the 15ha minimum lot size Acceptable
solution standard;…small atypical lots…33% below standard;
b) Original application document showed the title area being 5.35ha;
c) Confusion whether application is for subdivision or includes buildings;
d) Impact on existing character, amenity and values on Reedy Marsh;
e) Very selective if compare to small area of landscape; surrounding lots
average size is 15.7ha;
f) Draft Tasmanian Planning Scheme shows land as having priority
habitat…no person with a Botanical or Ecological qualification has
identified the vegetation communities present, potential species;
g) Not in keeping with the Zone Purpose Statement, not meet clause
13.4.2.1 P1, not large lots, will impact on residential amenity;
h) Not in keeping with the Local Area Objectives, not low impact increase in
housing density, removes standing vegetation, past illegal clearance,
visible from road;
i) Not in keeping with the Desired Future Character Statement, unavoidably
visible, allow higher densities, average lot size is 15.7ha;
j) Illegal buildings on lot 1, substandard buildings, substandard site plan.
Comment:
The proposed lots are less than 15ha, and as such the assessment considered
Performance Criteria 13.4.2.2 P1. The planning process does not prohibit
subdivision applications that rely on the Performance Criteria and as such the
application was processed.
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Historically, 538 River Road may have been a school site. However, the site is
currently used for residential purposes.
The application was initially advertised on 1 June 2019. During the assessment it
was revealed that the applicant had made a mistake with the proposed lot
areas. The applicant subsequently corrected this mistake, and the application
was readvertised on 29 June 2019.
The advertising notice stated that the application was for a subdivision (2 lots)
and outbuildings.
The assessment below included all relevant standards within the Rural Living
Zone and applicable Codes. Where required, the Zone Purpose, Local Area
Objectives and Desired Future Character Statements have been considered. The
character of Reedy Marsh was considered through the specific Local Area
Objectives and Desired Future Character Statements for Reedy Marsh.
The Zone Purpose, Local Area Objectives and Desired Future Character
Statements do not state a specific minimum lot size for Reedy Marsh.
The Tasmanian Planning Scheme has not been declared, and as such cannot be
considered as part of this assessment.
The previous vegetation clearance, and undocumented buildings and access
have been considered as part of this assessment, retrospectively.
A native vegetation buffer along the front of Lot 1 screens the subject buildings
from Farrells Road.
The land is not mapped as Priority Habitat. Scott Livingston from Livingston
Natural Resource Services had inspected the site and classified the vegetation
on site as Eucalyptus amygdalina-Eucalyptus obliqua damp sclerophyll forest,
which is not a threatened vegetation community. Mr Livingston has
qualifications in horticulture and environmental management, with experience
in forestry and vegetation assessment.
In addition to a planning permit, the undocumented buildings will require
building and plumbing approvals prior to any future use.
5) Consultation with State Government and other Authorities
Not applicable
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6) Officers Comments
Use Class: Residential
Applicable Standards
A brief assessment against all applicable Acceptable Solutions of the applicable
zone and codes is provided below. This is followed by a more detailed
discussion of any applicable Performance Criteria and the objectives relevant to
the particular discretion.
Rural Living Zone
Scheme Standard
13.3.1
Amenity
Acceptable solution 1

Assessment
Complies

13.4.1
Building Design and Siting
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
Acceptable solution 2
Complies
Acceptable solution 3
Complies
Acceptable solution 4
Relies on Performance Criteria
Acceptable solution 5
Complies
Acceptable solution 6
Relies on Performance Criteria
13.4.2.1
General Suitability
Acceptable solution 1
Relies on Performance Criteria P1
13.4.2.2
Lot Area, Building Envelopes and Frontage
Acceptable solution 1
Relies on Performance Criteria P1
Acceptable solution 2
Complies
E1.0 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E1
Bushfire-Prone Areas Code
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E1.6.1.2
Subdivision: Public and fire fighting Access
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E1.6.1.3
Subdivision: Provision of water supply for fire fighting purposes
Acceptable solution 2
Complies
E4
Road and Railway Assets Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E4.6.1
Use and road or rail infrastructure
Acceptable solution 3
Relies on Performance Criteria P3
E4.7.2
Management of Road and Accesses and Junctions
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Acceptable solution 3
Relies on Performance Criteria P3
E4.7.4
Sight Distance at Accesses, Junctions and Level Crossings
Acceptable solution 2
Relies on Performance Criteria P2
E6
Car Parking and Sustainable Transport Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E6.6.1
Car Parking Numbers
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E6.7.1
Construction of Car Parking Spaces and Access Strips
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E6.7.2
Design and Layout of Car Parking
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
Acceptable solution 2
Relies on Performance Criteria P2
E8
Biodiversity Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E8.6.1 Habitat and Vegetation Management
Acceptable solution 1
Relies on Performance Criteria P2
Performance Criteria
Rural Living Zone
13.4.1 Building Design and Siting
Objective
To ensure that siting and design:
a) protects the amenity of adjoining lots; and
b) is consistent with the local area objectives and desired future character statements
for the area, if any.
Performance Criteria
P4
Buildings must be sited so that side and rear setbacks:
a) protect the amenity of adjoining dwellings by providing separation that is consistent
with the character of the surrounding area having regard to the:
i) impact on the amenity and privacy of habitable room windows and private open
space; and
ii) impact on the solar access of habitable room windows and private open space; and
iii) locations of existing buildings and private open space areas; and
iv) size and proportions of the lot; and
v) extent to which the slope, retaining walls, fences or existing vegetation screening
reduce or increase the impact of the proposed variation; and
vi) local area objectives, if any; and
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b) protect agricultural uses on adjoining lots from constraints.
P6
The removal of standing vegetation does not result in obtrusive
development having regard to:
a) The degree of vegetation clearance;
b) landscaping;
c) building form and materials;
d) setbacks to roads and adjoining lots.
Response
This component of the assessment considers the proposed outbuilding within Lot 1
that is located 22m from the rear boundary.
Within Lot 1, an existing undocumented 5.6m x 5.6m colourbond outbuilding is
located 22m from the rear boundary. Adjacent to the rear boundary is a road reserve
and a property (465 River Road) used for grazing purposes. The associated dwelling
for 465 River Road is located over 700m away. The location of this outbuilding is not
anticipated to impact on:
• The amenity of that dwelling and associated solar access to habitable rooms
or private open space due to the separation distance.
• The adjoining agricultural use, if the use of the outbuilding is limited to
residential storage and related residential activities only, and not used for
human habitation.
The specific Local Area Objectives relate to the character of the area. The Local Area
Objectives for Reedy Marsh are:
Reedy Marsh
a) Provide for a low impact increase in housing density in support of housing choice
close to Deloraine, whilst maintaining the bushland amenity and natural values of the
area through careful subdivision design.
b) Subdivision is to be configured to provide for bushfire hazard management areas
and accesses that minimize the removal of standing vegetation and provide for
substantial separation distances between building areas.
c) The retention or planting of vegetation is the preferred means to integrate and
screen development throughout the zone.
As stated above, this assessment is restricted to the subject outbuilding only, and
not the subdivision component of the application. As such, the relevant objective is
(c).
In the past, undocumented vegetation clearance had occurred. It is noted that there
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is some remaining native vegetation along the rear boundary; this would provide
acceptable screening of the subject outbuilding from the rear boundary (see Photo
1). In addition, the cladding colour of the subject outbuilding is light green. This
colour will further aid in blending the outbuilding from the rear boundary. Being an
outbuilding, no further vegetation clearance for bushfire purposes is required. In this
instance, no planting of vegetation is considered warranted. As the zone provides
for residential use, the aim of screening vegetation is to soften the appearance of
buildings and residential use, not to total obscure.

Photo 1: view towards rear boundary
Recommended Conditions:
•

The use of the outbuildings within Lot 1 is not permitted for human habitation
and is limited to residential storage and related residential activities only.

With the recommended condition, the proposed development is considered
consistent with the Objective and Performance Criteria.
Rural Living Zone
13.4.2.1
General Suitability
Objective
The division and consolidation of estates and interests in land is to create lots that
are
consistent with the purpose of the Rural Living Zone.
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Performance Criteria
P1
Each new lot on a plan must be suitable for use and development in an arrangement
that is consistent with the Zone Purpose, having regard to the combination of:
a) slope, shape, orientation and topography of land;
b) any established pattern of use and development;
c) connection to the road network;
d) availability of or likely requirements for utilities;
e) ecological, scientific, historic, cultural or aesthetic values; and
f) potential exposure to natural hazards.
Response
As the Zone Purpose has been directly incorporated into the Performance Criteria,
the Zone Purpose becomes a standard that the proposed development must
satisfy.
The Zone Purpose states:
13.1.1
13.1.1.1
13.1.1.2
13.1.1.3
13.1.1.4
13.1.2

Zone Purpose Statements
To provide for residential use or development on large lots in a
rural setting where services are limited.
To provide for compatible use and development that does not
adversely impact on residential amenity.
To provide for rural lifestyle opportunities in strategic locations
to maximise efficiencies for services and infrastructure.
To provide for a mix of residential and low impact rural uses.
Local Area Objectives
Reedy Marsh
a) Provide for a low impact increase in housing density in
support of housing choice close to Deloraine, whilst maintaining
the bushland amenity and natural values of the area through
careful subdivision design.
b) Subdivision is to be configured to provide for bushfire hazard
management areas and accesses that minimize the removal of
standing vegetation and provide for substantial separation
distances between building areas.
c) The retention or planting of vegetation is the preferred means
to integrate and screen development throughout the zone.
a) Future subdivision will be determined on the basis of capacity
for servicing, access, any potential for natural hazards, natural
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values and potential for conflict with adjoining land uses.
13.1.3

Desired Future Character Statements
General
a) To maintain the existing character described for each locality
through careful design and location of development.
Reedy Marsh
a) Reedy Marsh is characterized by predominantly forested hills
with some cleared areas of pasture and a dispersed pattern of
residential development with low levels of development visibility.
b) The character of the locality is to be maintained through
retention of vegetation and lower densities to integrate and
screen development and to reduce the visibility of buildings and
access driveways from roads and neighbouring properties.
c) Where located on slopes or at higher elevations, the
configuration of subdivision and the location of buildings and
accesses are to minimize the impacts of vegetation clearance on
the landscape. The retention or planting of vegetation is the
preferred means to integrate and screen development
throughout the zone.
d) Where located in a more open landscape, subdivision is to be
configured with dimensions to reflect requirements for a low
density and provide for development areas that accommodate
appropriate separation between buildings, separation between
buildings and adjoining access ways or roads and to
accommodate bushfire hazard management areas within each
lot.
e) Where development is unavoidably visible, ensure that
materials are non-reflective and the design integrates with the
landscape.

The Zone Purpose statement includes To provide for residential use or development
on large lots in a rural setting where services are limited. To determine compliance
with this statement, it must be demonstrated that the lots are large enough to
accommodate a residential use and development. In this instance, the purpose of
the application is for residential use.
The application includes a Bushfire Hazard Management Plan that shows an
indicative dwelling (10m x 15m) and a hazard management area for BAL 19. This
dwelling meets all the Acceptable Solutions for setback distance. The hazard
management area is contained wholly within Lot 1 while providing a 35m wide
vegetation buffer with Farrells Road.
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Photo 2: view from Farrells Road into Lot 1
Though undocumented vegetation clearance has occurred in the past, the
remaining standing vegetation provides a visual buffer from Farrells Road (see
Photo 2 above). The screening provides continuity with surrounding bushland and
will aid in screening future development from Farrells Road. Additional planting for
screening purposes is not considered warranted in this instance.
The majority of dwellings on Farrells Road are screened by native vegetation, while
a number are clearly visible. Figure 2 shows the amount of vegetation clearance
required for a potential dwelling at BAL 19. Based on Figure 2, a 35m wide
vegetation screening buffer can be maintained along the front boundary, which is
considered in keeping with the character of the general area.
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Figure 2: aerial view showing extent of clearing for BAL 19 on Lot 1 (Livingston
Natural Resource Services – extract from correspondence dated 26 June 2019)
Lot 2 contains a dwelling and outbuildings, which are screened from River Road
and Farrells Road by existing vegetation. This lot is exempt from the BushfireProne Area Code, and as such no additional vegetation clearance is required for
Lot 2.
Based on the above, the proposed lot layout is suitable for residential use, provides
space for bushfire protection measures, whilst maintaining screening vegetation
along Farrells Road. As such, the lots are considered in keeping with the Zone
Purpose, by providing lots large enough for residential use and development.
Within the Reedy Marsh area, there is a mixture of title shapes/sizes and landuse.
Excluding Crown Land, the titles within Reedy Marsh range from 0.79ha (used for
residential) to 1645.17ha (used for forestry). Focusing on the junction of Farrells
Road and River Road, the surrounding title sizes range from 0.8ha (used for
residential) to 74.86ha (used for grazing). The subject lots are rectangular in shape,
which is consistent to the surrounding titles (see Figure 3 below). The properties in
close proximity (of similar size) have been developed for residential use. As such,
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the proposed subdivision is considered in keeping with the established pattern of
use and development.

Figure 3: surrounding lot sizes
The building site identified in the Bushfire Hazard Management Plan is located
approximately 150m from the dwelling at 49 Farrells Road and approximately
160m from the dwelling on Lot 2. These separation distances are considered
sufficient to provide amenity between dwellings.
The lots are considered sufficiently large enough to accommodate an on-site
wastewater management system. Water will be provided by rainwater tanks. Both
lots have vehicular access from Farrells Road. The land is not mapped as flood
prone, landslip or karst. The existing vegetation is not mapped as priority habitat.
The surrounding land use is residential, and as such conflict with adjoining land use
is not expected.
Any future removal of vegetation and/or a dwelling will require an additional
planning application. The assessment of any future application will consider
setbacks and unobtrusive development.
The subject land is not located on elevated land or land that slopes towards the
road. The land is not considered an open landscape.
As such, the proposed lots are considered in keeping with the Objective and
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Performance Criteria; and Local Area Objectives and Desired Future Character
Statements for Reedy Marsh.
Rural Living Zone
13.4.2.2
Lot Area, Building Envelopes and Frontage
Objective
To ensure that subdivision:
a) Provides for appropriate wastewater disposal, and stormwater management in
consideration of the characteristics or constraints of the land; and
b) Provides area and dimensions of lots that are appropriate for the zone; and
c) Provides frontage to a road at a standard appropriate for the use; and
d) Furthers the local area objectives and desired future character statements for the
area, if any.
Performance Criteria
P1
Each lot must:
a) be to facilitate protection of a place of Aboriginal, natural or cultural heritage; or
b) provide for each lot, sufficient useable area and dimensions to allow for:
i) a dwelling to be erected in a convenient, appropriate and hazard free location; and
ii) appropriate disposal of wastewater and stormwater; and
iii) on-site parking and manoeuvrability; and
iv) adequate private open space; and
v) vehicular access from the carriageway of the road to a building area on the lot, if
any; and
c) be consistent with the Local Area Objectives and Desired Future Character
Statements having regard to:
i) the topographical or natural features of the site within the context of the area; and
ii) the ability of vegetation to provide buffering; and
iii) any features of natural or cultural significance; and
iv) the presence of any natural hazards; and
d) not create additional lots at Kimberley, Red Hills, Ugbrook, Upper Golden Valley,
Weegena and Western Creek; and
e) not be located on land with frontage to Parkham Road.
Response
The property is not heritage listed, and is not mapped as subject to landslip, karst
or flooding. The vegetation on the property is not Priority Habitat.
As stated above, each lot has sufficient space for a dwelling with usable private
open space and on-site wastewater management, while providing access to Farrells
Road.
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The Bushfire Hazard Management Plan shows a potential management area for a
dwelling within the boundaries of Lot 1. Lot 2 contains an existing dwelling and
outbuilding. Lot 2 is exempt from bushfire protection measures.
The relationship with the Local Area Objective and Desired Future Character
Statements for Reedy Marsh has been discussed above. No further comment is
provided.
The land slopes gently downwards from Farrells Road. Coupled with the existing
vegetation, the buildings on site are considered adequately screened.
The property is located in Reedy Marsh (not Kimberley, Red Hills, Ugbrook, Upper
Golden Valley, Weegena and Western Creek – which prohibits further subdivision
in these areas).
The property fronts onto River Road and Farrells Road (not Parkham Road).
The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
E4
Road and Railway Assets Code
E4.6.1
Use and road or rail infrastructure
Objective
To ensure that the safety and efficiency of road and rail infrastructure is not reduced
by the creation of new accesses and junctions or increased use of existing accesses
and junctions.
Performance Criteria
P3
For limited access roads and roads with a speed limit of more than 60km/h:
a) access to a category 1 road or limited access road must only be via an existing
access or junction or the use or development must provide a significant social and
economic benefit to the State or region; and
b) any increase in use of an existing access or junction or development of a new
access or junction to a limited access road or a category 1, 2 or 3 road must be for a
use that is dependent on the site for its unique resources, characteristics or locational
attributes and an alternate site or access to a category 4 or 5 road is not practicable;
and
c) an access or junction which is increased in use or is a new access or junction must
be designed and located to maintain an adequate level of safety and efficiency for all
road users.
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Response
The proposal includes a new access for Lot 1. Farrells Road is not a Class 1, 2 or 3
road. Council’s Road Authority has inspected Lot 1’s access and determined that
there is limited sight distance to the north of the access. The crossover is
considered acceptable. It is recommended that some light vegetation is removed
within the road reserve to the north of the access to improve sight distance.
Recommended condition:
Prior to the sealing of the final plan of survey, vegetation is to be removed to the
north side of the access to Lot 1 to provide adequate sight distances to the
satisfaction of Council’s Director Infrastructure Services.
With the recommended condition, the proposed development is considered
consistent with the Objective and Performance Criteria.
E4.7.2
Management of Road and Accesses and Junctions
Objective
To ensure that the safety and efficiency of roads is not reduced by the creation of
new
accesses and junctions or increased use of existing accesses and junctions.
Performance Criteria
P2
For limited access roads and roads with a speed limit of more than 60km/h:
a) access to a category 1 road or limited access road must only be via an existing
access or junction or the development must provide a significant social and economic
benefit to the State or region; and
b) any increase in use of an existing access or junction or development of a new
access or junction to a limited access road or a category 1, 2 or 3 road must be
dependent on the site for its unique resources, characteristics or locational attributes
and an alternate site or access to a category 4 or 5 road is not practicable; and
c) an access or junction which is increased in use or is a new access or junction must
be designed and located to maintain an adequate level of safety and efficiency for all
road users.
Response
As stated above the proposal includes a new access for Lot 1. Council’s Road
Authority has determined that there is limited sight distance to the north of the
access and made recommendations. The crossover to Lot 1 is considered
acceptable.
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The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
E4.7.4
Sight Distance at Accesses, Junctions and Level Crossings
Objective
To ensure that use and development involving or adjacent to accesses, junctions and
level crossings allows sufficient sight distance between vehicles and between vehicles
and trains to enable safe movement of traffic.
Performance Criteria
P1
The design, layout and location of an access, junction or rail level crossing must
provide adequate sight distances to ensure the safe movement of vehicles.
Response
Council’s Road Authority provided the additional comments on the access for Lot
1:
… and since the development only represents a minor increase in daily
traffic movement, it is considered that traffic to and from the property
would not adversely impact on the safety or efficiency of the road
network.
The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
E6
Car Parking and Sustainable Transport Code
E6.7.2
Design and Layout of Car Parking
Objective
To ensure that car parking and manoeuvring space are designed and laid out to an
appropriate standard.
Performance Criteria
P2
Car parking and manoeuvring space must:
a) be convenient, safe and efficient to use having regard to matters such as slope,
dimensions, layout and the expected number and type of vehicles; and
b) provide adequate space to turn within the site unless reversing from the site
would not adversely affect the safety and convenience of users and passing traffic.
Response
The access width is approximately 4m wide. There is ample space on Lot 1 for car
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parking and vehicular manoeuvring on-site.
The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
E8
Biodiversity Code
E8.6.1
Habitat and Vegetation Management
Objective
To ensure that:
a) vegetation identified as having conservation value as habitat has priority for
protection and is appropriately managed to protect those values; and
b)the representation and connectivity of vegetation communities is given appropriate
protection when considering the impacts of use and development.
Performance Criteria
P2.1
Clearance or disturbance of native vegetation must be consistent with the purpose of
this Code and not unduly compromise the representation of species or vegetation
communities of significance in the bioregion having regard to the:
a) quality and extent of the vegetation or habitat affected by the proposal, including
the maintenance of species diversity and its value as a wildlife corridor; and
b) means of removal; and
c) value of riparian vegetation in protecting habitat values; and
d) impacts of siting of development (including effluent disposal) and vegetation
clearance or excavations, in proximity to habitat or vegetation; and
e) need for and adequacy of proposed vegetation or habitat management; and
f) conservation outcomes and long-term security of any offset in accordance with the
General Offset Principles for the RMPS, Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment.
Response
This component of the assessment considers the previous un-documented
vegetation clearance and potential impact of vegetation clearance and
maintenance as required by the Bushfire Hazard Management Plan. The
application does not include any additional vegetation removal. Any future
vegetation clearance will require a planning application and associated assessment.
As stated above, the application revealed un-documented vegetation clearance
within the proposed Lot 1. The type of vegetation that was removed is unknown.
However, correspondence from Livingston Natural Resource Services dated 26
June 2019 states that the remaining vegetation on site is Eucalyptus amygdalinaEucalyptus obliqua damp sclerophyll forest which is not a threatened vegetation
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community and is not uncommon in the region. It is assumed that the vegetation
previously removed was similar.
The shape and dimensions of Lot 1 allow for a bushfire hazard management area
for BAL 19 while maintaining a vegetation buffer along the boundaries. Based on
the Hazard Management Area for BAL 19 on page 8, the required clearance is
mostly within the disturbed area and a large portion of the lot could remain
covered by bushland.
The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
Conclusion
It is considered that the application for Use and Development for a Subdivision
(2 lots) and Residential Outbuildings is acceptable in the Rural Living Zone and
is recommended for approval.

DECISION:
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Livingston Natural Resource Services
ABN 36 435 836 438
12 Powers Road
Underwood, TAS, 7268
Mob 0438 951 021
Email: scottlivingston.lnrs@gmail.com
26th June 2019
John Dent
PDA Surveyors
Via email: John.Dent@pda.com.au
Re: 11940/2 Farrells Road, Reedy Marsh
The vegetation on CT 11940/2 Farrells Road is mapped by TasVeg as DSC- Eucalyptus amygdalina –
Eucalyptus obliqua damp sclerophyll forest, which is not listed as a threatened vegetation
community and it is not mapped as being within the Biodiversity Overlay. I can confirm the
vegetation community is as mapped from my site visit, while dominated by Eucalyptus viminalis
rather than Eucalyptus amygdalina or Eucalyptus obliqua that is not uncommon in the region. The
understorey is composed of both wet and dry forest species and it is that which determines the
vegetation community rather than dominant tree species for DSC.
The hazard management area show in my Bushfire report uses an indicative 10m x 15m dwelling,
At BAL 19 that will require the removal of a few trees which are within the previously disturbed
area, that is the understorey is substantially modified already, a larger dwelling may require clearing
within the less disturbed patches. The Google Earth image below shows there is some scope for
altering the position of the dwelling to fit within previously disturbed areas.
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Figure 1: Google Earth image with extents of clearing for a 10mx 15m dwelling constructed to BAL 19.

Yours sincerely

Scott Livingston
Master Environmental Management,
Forest Practices Officer, Planning
Bushfire Practitioner, Accreditation # 105
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D – slide on camper
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C – shipping container
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B – portable site office
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A. C. Ricketts
Bradys Creek
780 Larcombes Road
REEDY MARSH 7304
15th July 2019
Martin Gill
General Manager,
PO Box 102,
Westbury, 7303
By email to: Martin.Gill@mvc.tas.gov.au
AND planning@mvc.tas.gov.au
CC: Leanne Rabjohns Leanne.Rabjohns@mvc.tas.gov.au
CC: Jo Oliver jo.oliver@mvc.tas.gov.au

Objection
REGARDING: The Readvertised Planning Application PA\19\0198 from: PDA
Surveyors obo R Young
Location: 1 Farrells Road Reedy Marsh 7304
“Subdivision (2 lots): and outbuildings – general suitability, lot area, new access, and
sight distance.”

Dear Mr Gill,
I am writing a second time and under sufferance, to lodge a second objection to the readvertised and very slightly altered Planning Application proposal, PA\19\0198, by
PDA Surveyors obo R Young of Elizabeth Town.
I am a ratepayer of the Municipality and resident of Reedy Marsh having lived in the
Reedy Marsh area since 1991. As far as I am aware, I have never met Mr Young.
It is my expectation that Council will uphold the standards, provisions, intent and
purpose of its planning scheme and protect both the local amenity and the natural
environment. In lodging this objection, I have reference to the Meander Valley Interim
Planning Scheme 2013 (MV IPS 2013), including Amendment 4. I consider that this
PA\19\0198 simply does not meet the MV IPS 2013 Scheme.
Please Note: I both seek and expect that this application be considered at a
Council meeting.
I also seek and expect that Council completely refuse the application PA\19\0198.
There are several sound reasons for my objection to PA\19\0198 and they are
discussed below in this representation.
Thus, there are several compelling, sound and relevant reasons for Council to refuse
this Planning Application.
There is also the strong potential that Council may be misadvised or inadequately
advised by Council’s planning section.
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A Readvertised Subdivision under the Original Planning Application PA\19\0198
The Planning Application, PA\19\0198, proposes to subdivide Mr Young’s 4.884 Ha
title, CT 11940/2, which Council can readily see is already under 33% of the stated
minimum area when compared with the 15 Ha minimum Lot size Acceptable Solution
standard for Subdivision in the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone within the Meander
Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2013 (MVIPS2013), post Amendment 4 of 2015.
Further, Mr Young’s existing 4.884 Ha title on the corner of River Road and Farrells
Road is already only 31% of the size of the average block of land within the Reedy
Marsh Rural Living Zone, identified by Council in 2015. The average size of titles in
the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone (as at 2015) is 15.7 Ha and Council, through its
Amendment 4 Report of 2015, identified this aspect. I discuss this aspect as well as
the consequences should the subdivision development Planning Application proceed,
in more detail below.
Reedy Marsh is a rural locality in Northern Tasmania, a few kilometres north of the
town of Deloraine. The locality of Reedy Marsh, in land use planning terms, has a
number of zones, including the Rural Living Zone, the Environmental Living Zone
and the Rural Resource Zone. The proposed subdivision is located within the area of
the Rural Living Zone.
It is clear that the nature and intensity of development across the area of the Rural
Living Zone in Reedy Marsh as well as impacts on the existing character, amenity and
natural values are the relevant considerations in this case. That is, contrary to PDA’s
assertion, a wider consideration of the nature of development in the zoned area is
appropriate and relevant to a consideration of whether this development meets the
Performance Criteria. Otherwise, a perverse and undesirable outcome could well be
inappropriately engineered.
In the original Planning Application, PA\19\0198, received by Council on the 27th
March 2019, the existing title CT 11940/2 was proposed to be subdivided into 2 lots,
being in area, of 2.21 Ha and 3.14 Ha, which suggested the subject land might be
some 5.35 Ha in size. But apparently, currently the subject land, CT 11940/2, may not
be 5.35 Ha at all. Indeed it is shown on the title as being only 4.88 Ha in area. It is
shown on the 1978 Survey Plan as being only 4.884 Ha. This is a confusing situation
and should be sufficient reason alone to see this readvertised Planning Application
PA\19\0198 refused by Council. It would seem that the PDA’s in house surveyors
identified the areas of 2.21 and 3.14 Ha, for the two proposed Lots originally and
these Lot area figures remain in the current Planning Application PA\19\0198.
The readvertised subdivision under the original Planning Application PA\19\0198 has
now, in an informal way, disclosed new, different and even lower areas for the two
proposed Lots. Now it seems, the proposition may be to subdivide the 4.884 Ha title,
so the two lots would be only 2.12 Ha and 2.76 Ha, rather than the previously
advertised 2.21 Ha and 3.14 Ha areas, all being canvassed within the one Planning
Application PA\19\0198. I question whether this approach meets any surveying
standards, let alone any planning standards.
Because the initially proposed areas of 2.21 Ha and 3.14 Ha for each of the two
proposed Lots also remain within the Planning Application PA\19\0198
documentation, it must be impossible for Council to understand the true size of the
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Lots. I certainly cannot work it out. Perhaps the Tasmanian Surveyor General can
have a go.
Because the original areas cited above, remain in the Planning Application, one must
assume there is uncertainty about the intention as well as the reality of the land. One
can easily see the inconsistency of the information provided to Council by the
applicant within the various application documents under Planning Application
PA\19\0198. This is a very, very confusing situation and should be sufficient reason
alone to see this Planning Application refused by Council. This development proposal,
I argue, meets no standards. I conclude that on this subject, Council’s planning
department should investigate to check out the overall level of competence of the
application. It is not entirely clear whether this Planning Application is limited to the
Subdivision or includes the allegedly illegal shanty agglomeration in the west of the
proposed Lot 1.
I consider it certainly not sufficient to have such multiple inconsistencies in the
proposed subdivided Lot areas within the one Planning Application of PA\19\0198,
for only the one title and that such a gross error within the application should have
caused Council’s planner to refuse the application. To expose the public to what
appears to be such an incompetent Planning Application is extremely unsatisfactory.
What is enormously concerning is that this small, atypical lot, being apparently 4.884
Ha is already below 33% of the acceptable minimum lot size for subdivision under the
Acceptable Solution of the MVC IPS 2013 in the Reedy Marsh RLZ. If PA\19\0198
were to proceed, the lots would be merely 14.75% and 20% of the acceptable
minimum. This flies in the face of the very clear intention under the decision of
Amendment 4 of 2015 to set the Minimum Lot for the Reedy Marsh RLZ generally at
15 Ha.
That is, the minimum lot, preferably needed for subdivision in Reedy Marsh, is in the
vicinity of 30 Ha, rather than the current subdivision proposal of Mr Young, which is
to cut up a small title of either 5.35 Ha or 4.884 Ha, even further.
When one looks at the Survey Plan within the Planning Application PA\19\0198
documentation one finds the subject land was already the product of an older
subdivision, Part of Lot 14227 granted to KR Langley Prior CT 3757/60, back in
1978. It was open slather back then.
The reason Council has a 15 Ha minimum for the RLZ in Reedy Marsh, is to set a
modern and responsible standard of sustainable development based on a range of
issues, concerns and the overall existing amenity as well as environmental matters,
such as the consideration of the Listed Threatened and Vulnerable vegetation and the
presence of Threatened Species. This subdivision development proposal does not
adequately consider the values at stake and thus in essence seeks to subvert the
existing character, amenity and the values of the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone.
The PDA’s Enabling of the Performance Criteria Discarded
The surveying firm PDA, representing Mr Young, in essence claims that there are
some nearby titles to the subject land which are of similar size which enable the
Performance Criteria to be met.
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PDA has, in my view, been very selective in looking at the nearby titles so that it may
construct a convenient argument in support of the Planning Application PA\19\0198.
Such a biased view of the existing landscape and cadastral reality of Reedy Marsh is
extremely unfortunate and inadequate.
Land Use planning is not about taking little snippets of the landscape that suits one
argument. I reiterate the relevant consideration is the overall pattern of land use and
intensity across the Rural Living Zone of Reedy Marsh, which must be considered to
be the local area.
As previously stated, the average size of titles in the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone
is 15.7 Ha.
Conveniently overlooked perhaps by PDA, there is a range of larger titles in close
proximity to the subject land including much larger titles which adjoin or are over the
road. By PDA’s definition of the surrounding area they must be considered. All these
nearby titles have much larger areas than the un-subdivided 4.884 Ha title, CT
11940/2. They are:





465 River Rd
520 River Road
585 River Road
81 Farrells Road

CT 159447/1 72.6600 hectares
CT 227705/1 and 217538/1 24.1900 hectares
CT 13177/5 20.2200 hectares
CT 107327/1 63.7900 hectares

It is acknowledged there are a few smaller titles in the immediate vicinity but these
obviously do not form the dominant character of the immediate area. The large titles
form a vastly greater amount of the overall area of the immediate surrounding
landscape of this part of Reedy Marsh.
Reedy Marsh does not need more small titles and the scheme is intended to mitigate
against such undesirable outcomes.
With Planning Application PA\19\0198 we have Council accepting a proposal and
considering and therefore progressing the subdivision of a sub-minimum lot of 4.884
Ha, proposed to be subdivided down to the two even smaller lots of 2.12 Ha and 2.76
Ha, in a Rural Living Zoned area, where the normal lots are, on average, about 15.7
Ha across the zone (as at 2015) of the surrounding area.
This ability under the MV IPS to lodge a planning application, which has a distinct
lack of any proper standards forces Reedy Marsh residents to lodge objections to
defend their amenity and the other values which they prize. This is concerning and
indeed unacceptable. Hence I described my first objection to PA\19\0198 as being
‘Under Sufferance’.
The clear and unambiguous intent and purpose of Council’s Amendment 4 of the MV
IPS 2013, was to ensure that very small lots would be avoided in the Reedy Marsh
Rural Living Zone (RLZ).
The small lots adjoining the subject land and mentioned in PDA’s selective
assessment of existing character, in support of their claim the proposed subdivision
would meet the MV IPS Performance Criteria in the RLZ, have been in existence for a
long time. These select titles, used by PDA predate the Meander Valley Planning
Scheme 1995, which simply had this part of Reedy Marsh within the Rural Zone at
that time. Before that scheme, such subdivisions were done under the Deloraine
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Interim Order, I believe. Indeed the survey plan for the subject land is dated 1978
when there were virtually no planning controls. So PDA is basing their client’s
PA\19\0198 on subdivision precedents from a time of very limited and primitive land
use planning.
Council should be aware the purpose of modern planning schemes is to create proper
standards that protect residents’ existing amenity and which protect the environment,
where that too is a relevant consideration. Such standards are in broad terms reflected
and enshrined in the Act’s Schedule 1 Objectives.
It is, in my view, not fair and orderly land use planning for Council to accept,
facilitate and advertise a subdivision development of a title, which is less than a third
of the average size of lots within the RM RLZ zone and which proposes to subdivide
down to lot sizes which are shown as either 2.21 Ha and 3.14 Ha or indeed even 2.12
Ha and 2.76 Ha in the application, and thus would create small titles which would be a
miserable 15% and 20% respectively of the minimum Acceptable Solution of a 15 Ha
lot for the RM RLZ area. This would be a very poor precedent for our area.
Land use planning in Tasmania operates on a system of zones and those zones have a
set of standards including Zone Purposes, Local Area Objectives and Desired Future
Character Statements, as well as more iterative standards for subdivision including the
Acceptable Solution and the Performance Criteria.
It has been claimed by PDA that this subdivision proposal can meet the Performance
Criteria. I strongly disagree with PDA’s claim because it is based on a selective
assessment of a tiny portion of the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone.

Natural Assets Identification and Priority Habitat under the MV IPS 2013
It is noteworthy that Council is in the process of creating a new planning scheme,
under the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, which includes a new and somewhat more
competent Natural Assets overlay, comprised of a new set of maps of Priority
Vegetation, which in essence will thankfully replace the Priority Habitat mapping of
the 2013 Interim Planning Scheme.
It has been known by Council for a long time that the extent of Priority Habitat in
Reedy Marsh exceeds the mapping within the current MV IPS 2013 Scheme. Council
disclosed that fact in its report regarding Amendment 4. It is common knowledge. It is
also known that the underlying TasVeg III mapping is inadequate, incomplete and
erroneous. It is I claim erroneous in this case.
I argue that the subject land, which carries significant forest, should have been
mapped as Priority Habitat. I also argue that the proposed subdivision would have the
effect of reducing Priority Habitat and diminishing the habitat of Listed Threatened
Species.
It is noted that under the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, these new overlay vegetation
maps known under the Natural Assets Code, as Priority Vegetation, show the subject
land as indeed being mostly covered in Priority Vegetation.
It is my view that the new Natural Assets Code overlay is a highly relevant
consideration for the Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme and for PA\19\0198. I
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explain this below and further on in my representation. Local Area Objectives at
13.1.2 state:
“a) Future subdivision will be determined on the basis of capacity for
servicing, access, any potential for natural hazards, natural values and
potential for conflict with adjoining land uses.”
I argue the Council has already identified the Priority Vegetation in its LPS on the
subject land and I maintain that the Priority Vegetation in this case is a natural value.
In regards to the Planning Application PA\19\0198, no person with a Botanical or
Ecological qualification has identified the vegetation communities present on the
subject land. No map of that vegetation on the subject land has been produced.
It is highly likely that the vegetation on the subject land, now mapped in the draft MV
LPS as Priority Vegetation, subject to Planning Application PA\19\0198, contains or
supports species which are both state listed and nationally listed under the EPBC
legislation.
In another planning project related to the MV LPS recently a botanist assessed
roadside vegetation in Reedy Marsh, coincidentally including the subject land recently
and identified the vegetation on the subject land as ‘Eucalyptus Viminalis Grassy
Forest and Woodland’ over most of the roadside area and west of the track on Lot 1
Eucalyptus Pauciflora Forest and Woodland on Dolerite under the TasVeg III
mapping system. This is a different vegetation community than which is mapped
under TasVeg III. Thus, the claim by Mr Livingstone that the vegetation is indeed
DSC or rather known as ‘Eucalyptus Amygdalina Eucalyptus Obliqua Damp
Sclerophyll Forest’ is disputed. DSC is described by TasVeg III as:
“Eucalyptus amygdalina – Eucalyptus obliqua damp sclerophyll forest is
characterised by the lack of a clear dominant eucalypt species. Typically, a
variety of species grow in a mosaic that changes over short distances. There
are four eucalypt species that are characteristic of the forest community - E.
amygdalina, E. obliqua, E. ovata and E. viminalis. However E. rodwayi and E.
pauciflora are also common components in some areas. The understorey
varies from open and heathy, to dense scrub to broad-leafed shrubbery
depending on the fire frequency, slope and aspect.”
Please note the TasVeg DSC Community is not intended to so classify a forest which
is dominated by a single species such as Eucalyptus Viminalis.
‘Eucalyptus Viminalis Grassy Forest and Woodland’ is relatively uncommon in the
Northern Slopes IBRA bioregion and is more typically found in the Northern
Midlands IBRA and other bioregions with dry forest. It has been found elsewhere in
Reedy Marsh.
It is important to note that for over 20 years it has been known that Reedy Marsh
contains significant habitat for a range of Threatened fauna species. Some of these
species range over quite large distances and some have smaller ranges. Listed species
likely to use the habitat on the subject land include the Spotted Tailed Quoll and the
Tasmanian Devil as well as other species potentially such as the Eastern Quoll
(Listed) and the Tasmanian Bettong (RFA Priority Species). Near the western
boundary there remains some E ovata which would be habitat for the Critically
Endangered Swift Parrot. Mapping of Tasmania for the priority areas of threatened
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fauna was done under the Regional Forest Agreement’s Comprehensive Regional
Assessment. Whilst the mapping is quite old now, it remains relevant. The map is
enclosed.
It must be mentioned that E viminalis is a species which is suffering presently from an
affliction termed Ginger Syndrome, which leads to death of trees, possibly from the
impacts of climate change and attempts should be made to retain as much E viminalis
as possible.
Mr Livingston’s Bushfire Hazard report in Planning Application PA\19\0198 shows
an area of standing vegetation (forest) to be cleared for a future house, which
obviously can only be enabled by the subdivision. I cite Mr Livingston’s Bushfire
Hazard report, which is included in the subdivision application, as sufficient evidence
of the intent to build a new dwelling on land, which I assert to be priority habitat. It
would be a land clearance operation of Priority Habitat.

The Zone Purpose Statements
I return to the Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme, as amended:
Firstly, I refer Council to the zone purpose of 13.1.
13.1.1 Zone Purpose Statements
13.1.1.1 To provide for residential use or development on large lots in a rural
setting where services are limited.
13.1.1.2 To provide for compatible use and development that does not
adversely impact on residential amenity.
13.1.1.3 To provide for rural lifestyle opportunities in strategic locations to
maximise efficiencies for services and infrastructure.
13.1.1.4 To provide for a mix of residential and low impact rural uses.
I claim the proposed subdivision development, Planning Application PA\19\0198,
would not meet the following aspects of the Zone Purpose. It does not meet the clause
P1 in general suitability of 13.4.2.1 regarding subdivisions in the Rural Living Zone of
the MV IPS 2013. The Scheme says that each new Lot must be consistent with the
Zone Purpose.
It is clear that the older of the existing dwellings on the subject land has been placed
on the proposed Lot 2, but in any case, I consider that both proposed Lots need to be
considered by Council in terms of the Zone Purpose. The number of dwelling
structures on the subject land and the legality of those structures and whether they
comply with the Building Code of Australia, has all not been disclosed. Councillors
deserve to be informed of the true nature of this subdivision proposal.
The Planning Application PA\19\0198, is in essence the exact opposite of
“development on large lots in a rural setting” at 13.1.1.1. These 2 proposed Lots are
not “large lots” at all but rather small lots, certainly in the Reedy Marsh context, the
original title is already and obviously is a ‘small lot’ and thus the subdivision would
create very small lots. How can Council proceed to process a Planning Application,
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which is the antithesis of ‘large lots’ but rather represents an intensification down to
small lots or indeed very small lots?
Indeed the Planning Application, PA\19\0198, subdivision proposal is for two Lots
smaller than the Scheme standards of the most densely populated Rural Living Zoned
areas in the Municipality, being Davis Road and Meander, at a size of 4 ha Acceptable
minimum Solution. By anybody’s definition, the subdivision proposal PA\19\0198
would create small lots. Indeed this subdivision proposal under Planning Application
PA\19\0198 is almost at a Low Density Residential Zone standard rather than a Rural
Living Zone standard of the MV IPS 2013.
The Reedy Marsh RLZ has the largest minimum lot size of 15 ha, in relation to
subdivision standards in the Meander Valley Municipality.
Because of the Acceptable Solution minimum lot standard of 15 ha for Reedy Marsh
RLZ, it cannot be refuted that a 2 Ha and/or 3 Ha Lot is not small, by way of
comparison. It is the relative comparison, which defines the nature of ‘small’. It is
surely without contention that small is the opposite of large. The 15 Ha is a minimum
acceptable solution not a maximum, therefore it cannot be considered large in the
Reedy Marsh context.
The Planning Application, PA\19\0198, represents a subdivision standard proposal
contrary to the objective “that does not adversely impact on residential amenity” and
in my view, would almost certainly result in an impact on residential amenity in this
part of the Zone. I say that as a Reedy Marsh resident of over 25 years.
I consider that it would further degrade the amenity of the Farrell’s Road area in the
vicinity of River Road. River Road is the main access road linking Reedy Marsh with
Deloraine and thus this is one of the more visible parts of Reedy Marsh.
This development has the potential to stain the amenity of this part of Reedy Marsh.
Every resident of Farrells Road, who has gone to considerable trouble to be discreet
with their developments, would be faced with driving past a much more prominent
development.

Local Area Objectives in 13.1.2 for Reedy Marsh
I claim the proposed subdivision development PA\19\0198 does not meet the Local
Area Objectives in 13.1.2 for Reedy Marsh, which are:
Reedy Marsh
a) Provide for a low impact increase in housing density in support of housing
choice close to Deloraine, whilst maintaining the bushland amenity and
natural values of the area through careful subdivision design.
b) Subdivision is to be configured to provide for bushfire hazard management
areas and accesses that minimize the removal of standing vegetation and
provide for substantial separation distances between building areas.
c) The retention or planting of vegetation is the preferred means to integrate
and screen development throughout the zone.
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d) Future subdivision will be determined on the basis of capacity for servicing,
access, any potential for natural hazards, natural values and potential for
conflict with adjoining land uses.
The proposal to subdivide a title: CT 11940/2 which is already in size below the
minimum 15 Ha minimum lot size does not meet the above Local Area Objectives
13.1.2 (a), (b) or (d).
PA\19\0198 represents a subdivision contrary to “low impact increase in housing
density” because the proposal represents an attempt at a massive densification of a
title within the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone, doubling the potential for clearance
of the natural environment, doubling the number of people potentially and obviously
removing a significant part of the natural environment should the Bushfire Hazard
plan be followed. When a subdivision doubles with the number of lots on the subject
title, it cannot be described as a low impact increase.
This Planning Application PA\19\0198 fails to meet the objective: “maintaining the
bushland amenity and natural values of the area through careful subdivision design”.
Indeed, I argue that no careful subdivision could be achieved in this instance on the
subject land because the design of the proposed Lots are too small which when
combined with the Bushfire Hazzard removal of vegetation removes the bushland
amenity from the title. It is clear the Planning Application includes a subdivision
design, which is contrary to the scheme’s objectives.
This Planning Application PA\19\0198 represents a subdivision contrary to
“Subdivision… to… minimize the removal of standing vegetation and provide for
substantial separation distances between building areas. Although PA\19\0198 would
not of itself, create a new house on the subject land it is clearly intended to do so and
it cannot be argued that it is for any other purpose. Mr Livingston’s Bushfire Hazard
plan makes the extent of the proposed removal of ‘standing vegetation’ very clear and
Mr Livingston’s plan is a part of the subdivision Planning Application PA\19\0198.
That standing vegetation does not have to be Priority Habitat; it simply has to be
“standing vegetation”. The subject land is covered to a substantial extent with
“standing vegetation”.
The percentage of native forest which would be removed for bushfire purposes, under
Mr Livingston’s Bushfire Hazard plan report, within PA\19\0198 for a new dwelling
on Lot 1 represents a significant portion of the whole of the vegetation of Lot 1 of the
subject land. It is clear that should the subdivision go ahead, the clearance is likely.
This does not meet local area objective (b). This clearance, sanctioned by Livingstone
would be on top of the illegal clearance which I allege has already occurred in the last
few years in the west of the proposed Lot 1.
In conversation with Council’s land use planner, Leanne Rabjohns, who is ostensibly
handling this matter, she stated this PA\19\0198 is a subdivision proposal where the
owner was intending to sell at least a part of the land and thus there is a Council
expectation someone would put a new, second house on the subject land.
I remind Council again that this is a sub-minimum sized block and to put a new
second house on the subject land mapped Priority Vegetation, which is also native
‘standing vegetation’ with significant conservation values, including the habitat of
threatened species, it is reasonable to assume it would be highly likely these values
would be removed under Livingston’s Bushfire Hazard Plan and as far as I can see
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there is no ‘minimisation’ that could be claimed or would be being facilitated by way
of PA\19\0198.
Further, the separation distances between houses under PA\19\0198 would become
significantly smaller at the start of Farrells Road. Additionally, I disagree with PDA
that this development would not be visible from the public road. The current illegal
developments on that section of the land, proposed to be Lot 1 are already visible and
they are further from the road than the Livingstone proposal for clearance.

Desired Future Character Statements for Reedy Marsh,
I claim the proposed subdivision development, PA\19\0198, does not meet the Desired
Future Character Statements for Reedy Marsh, which are:
13.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements

Reedy Marsh
a) Reedy Marsh is characterized by predominantly forested hills with some
cleared areas of pasture and a dispersed pattern of residential development
with low levels of development visibility.
b) The character of the locality is to be maintained through retention of
vegetation and lower densities to integrate and screen development and to
reduce the visibility of buildings and access driveways from roads and
neighbouring properties.
c) Where located on slopes or at higher elevations, the configuration of
subdivision and the location of buildings and accesses are to minimize the
impacts of vegetation clearance on the landscape. The retention or planting of
vegetation is the preferred means to integrate and screen development
throughout the zone.
d) Where located in a more open landscape, subdivision is to be configured
with dimensions to reflect requirements for a low density and provide for
development areas that accommodate appropriate separation between
buildings, separation between buildings and adjoining access ways or roads
and to accommodate bushfire hazard management areas within each lot.
e) Where development is unavoidably visible, ensure that materials are nonreflective and the design integrates with the landscape.
The PA\19\0198 proposal to subdivide the title: CT 11940/2, which is already in size
massively below the minimum 15 Ha minimum lot size of the Reedy Marsh RLZ, and
the average lot sizes across the Zone of 15.7Ha, that it does not meet any notion of
sustainability or standards and would change the existing character of this part of
Reedy Marsh.
The PA\19\0198 subdivision proposal would not meet 13.1.3 Desired Future
Character Statements: (a), (b), (d) and it would be unavoidably visible when the
intended house, as cited in Livingstone’s Bushfire Hazard assessment report, and
associated clearance which is being facilitated by the subdivision, was built within the
proposed cleared area. It would be churlish of the Council to pretend that this
subdivision was for any other reason than to put a second house on the subject land.
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People owning land in the Rural Living Zone (RLZ) at Reedy Marsh in general
support retention of the natural values of this area, as well as more broadly. This can
be seen from the retained amenity and existing character of the general area.
A perusal of the titles across this RLZ at Reedy Marsh shows a number of mostly
nuanced, private and secluded approaches with regard to how Residential Use is
discretely accommodated, almost all being set back a lot further then can be achieved
on the subject land. Development in Reedy Marsh has been respectful and tastefully
private. The PA\19\0198 subdivision proposal would allow and facilitate a
diminishing of such a quality, discrete, private amenity and character at this location.
This PA\19\0198 subdivision proposal would allow higher densities, not lower
densities which is against the Desired Future Character Statement (b). Lower
Densities must be seen in the context of the 15 Ha zone acceptable minimum Lot
standard. A proposed 15% to 20% Lot size of that minimum area in the Scheme
cannot be considered “Lower Densities”. It is in fact a massive densification.
The 2015 Council report regarding Amendment 4 says of Reedy Marsh (Note my
emphasis by way of underlining):
Reedy Marsh

“The current Reedy Marsh Rural Living zone reflects a cluster of rural residential uses
surrounding River Rd, Wadley’s Rd, Johns Rd, Farrells Rd and Saddlers Run Rd. The
proposed zone consists of 86 lots and currently contains 76 houses. Lot sizes range from
7900m2 to 75 hectares, with the 75-hectare parcel centrally located. The average lot size
is 15.7 hectares. The topography of the area is predominantly native vegetated,
undulating hills with the larger titles to the centre being cleared. The area contains 2
conservation covenants and patches of known priority habitat, both mapped and
unmapped. The southern edge of the zone has steeper slopes and is bound by the
Meander River. This topography is reflected in the predominance of Class 5 and 6 land
with some Class 4 land to the larger central titles. The area is bound to the east by a large
multi-use property subject to plantation forestry and grazing activities, which also has
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significant stands of priority habitat. To the west is the prime agricultural plateau of
Weetah. The northern edge is bordered by State forest and some private tree plantation
mixed with priority habitat.
The clustering of established dwellings within the area in a pattern that surrounds the
class 4 land in the centre, together with public roads and priority vegetation, practically
constrains the land between, making viable connectivity of the class 4 land infeasible. This
indicates that the land is conducive to hobby farm activities for small-scale enterprises
and as such, the proposed zone boundaries are drawn around the clear ring of rural
residential uses.
The zone is considered suitable for intensification to provide for some additional land
supply. The area has close proximity to the settlement of Deloraine, at approximately 10
minutes maximum driving time. Deloraine is a well-serviced district centre with a full line
supermarket and other retail, health services, primary and high schools, hospitality, banks,
post office, recreation and cultural facilities. Public roads service the extent of the area
and can provide access to larger lots that have the capacity to consolidate gaps between
the clusters of existing dwellings. The existing and achievable lot sizes provide the ability
to achieve appropriate setbacks or mitigation to surrounding rural resource land,
accommodate on site wastewater and are considered capable of accommodating
clearance areas for bushfire hazard management or avoidance of wet areas. The
proposed minimum lot size of 15 ha reflects a density to achieve discrete bushfire
management zones without erosion of the character of the area though is a slightly
higher density than the average. It is considered likely however that the determinant of
eventual yields will likely be the combined consideration of road frontage availability,
bushfire protection and water quality protection. It is anticipated that approximately 27
new lots could be created.”

In coming to a conclusion back in 2015/6 to support the 15 ha standard, proposed by
some residents, Meander Valley Council considered the extent of additional
residences and identified the 27 new lots, which could be created under the 15 ha
standard.
In 2015, the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone apparently consisted of 86 lots and 76
houses. Lot sizes at the time ranged from 7900m2 to 75 hectares.
So, even without subverting the 15 ha minimum lot standard Council said it could
expect a significant increase in residential development in Reedy Marsh, whilst
retaining the natural values: which translated to 27 new lots +10 undeveloped lots
means that, at 15 ha Acceptable Solution there would be approximately 37 Lots a 50%
increase in residential densification within the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone. A
standard which allowed development to proceed in that manner was adopted and
accepted. That does not mean it would be acceptable to have an open slather, high
densification approach.
This subdivision proposal, PA\19\0198 with lots at only 15% to 20% of the Reedy
Marsh RLZ Acceptable solution in the Scheme represents a far higher degree of
densification, a vastly greater level of human habitation and much smaller lots than
that which Council had planned upon, anticipated or felt was desirable in 2015 and if
it became a new norm, the consequence would be a substantial diminution of native
biodiversity habitat and a likely loss locally of Listed Threatened Species. The current
amenity and character would disappear. In essence, this subdivision proposal,
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PA\19\0198 does not represent a public interest outcome for Reedy Marsh and is in
breach of the MV IPS 2013.
The above map, showing the distribution of residences across the RLZ of Reedy
Marsh in Council’s Amendment 4 report of 2015 is ample evidence of the existing
sparse and spread out nature of residences in the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone,
which I maintain is the surrounding area, which must be considered by Council here
when considering the surrounding area. This character, I argue, is contrary to PDAs
uninformed assertion about their selective claim for a surrounding area (see P2 (g))
made in PA\19\0198. I argue the surrounding area does not in any way mean merely
the adjacent titles.
This subdivision proposal, PA\19\0198, represents a degree of intensification and
densification, not at all foreshadowed or foreseen by Council’s Amendment 4
proposal for Reedy Marsh, where a 15 ha minimum lot was chosen by Council and
supported by the writer and others in Reedy Marsh. Indeed the argument at the time
was the choice between a 15 Ha minimum standard and proposals for no subdivision
at all.
Further, it should be recognised that in the upcoming Tasmanian Planning Scheme
this sort of development would simply not be possible at all. The Performance Criteria
in the MVLPS of the Tasmanian Planning Scheme are intended to not go below a
bare minimum of 80% of the minimum subdivision lot standard which for Reedy
Marsh will be either 10 Ha (Council’s) or 15 ha (TEA’s), that is a cut off at either 12
ha or 8 Ha. On that basis the 4.884 Ha subject title would not be allowed to be
subdivided. The 2.21 ha of Lot 1 would be therefore a mere 22% and 2.12 Ha only
21% of the Draft MV LPS intended performance minimum, well under performance
rules for this RLZ in the upcoming new scheme.
Council’s role in administering a land use planning scheme is to ensure fair and
orderly planning and sustainable development in accord with LUPAA and the
Northern Tasmanian Regional Land Use Strategy NTRLUS, as well as being
consistent with the MVC scheme provisions themselves.
I assert that it has been clearly shown this development does not meet those basic
standards and therefore Council should refuse PA\19\0198.
Council’s 2015 Amendment 4 report identifies that there is Priority Habitat in Reedy
Marsh, which is not mapped. The existing mostly forested CT 11940/2 of some 4.88
Ha is mostly mapped as Priority Vegetation under the MV Local Provisions
Schedule’s Natural Assets Code, currently in draft form, but in any case in a form
where Council is reticent to countenance making any changes. Council has an
obligation to properly consider such matters with expert analysis. Priority Vegetation
is a relevant consideration regarding this Planning Application and its proposed
removal is a serious concern in this instance.

The Issues of and Legitimisation of Current and Illegal Structures
There is a number of structures already built on the proposed Lot 1 and I believe these
are being used for habitation. I strongly suspect the shed structure on the proposed Lot
1 is not a legal one. There is also a very large shipping container and other buildings.
Lot 1 has all the look and feel of a small shantytown. I had sought confirmation of this
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aspect from Council in my first representation to PA\19\0198 but received no written
response from Council. There appear to be no Architectural plans in support of any
proposal or indeed within this Planning Application to regularise, including by way of
a proposition or application for a Permit of Substantial Compliance regarding the
shanty of structures.
The relatively recent presence of these several structures, which are almost certainly
being used for habitation, is not a sufficient reason for accepting the proposal for
subdivision in Planning Application PA\19\0198 from the landowner through PDA.
Please Note: My intention in writing this objection is not to seek to stop someone
from living in substandard accommodation.
Clearance of high conservation vegetation (Priority Habitat) on CT 11940/2 occurred
for the purposes of the allegedly illegal shed and other structures, almost certainly it is
alleged with no Forest Practices Plan, over vegetation, which included a stand of
Eucalyptus viminalis and towards the creek area on the boundary, Eucalyptus ovata,
which was also removed illegally, I assert.
There has long been a house on CT 11940/2. A few years ago additional structures
were erected on CT 11940/2, which resulted in the clearing of the aforesaid mature
Listed vegetation in the north-west of the block.
I was not aware of any Council permits, which may have been advertised on the front
fence of the title, because I believe no permits were applied or are in existence.
However, I do not often drive along Farrell’s Road and so I concede it is possible that
the shed and the associated clearance were legal but it seems highly unlikely. In any
case, Council will know.
This sort of development, where although there is an existing historic clearance in
forest of high conservation value on a relatively small title and then a second
clearance, quite close to the boundary with the adjoining western neighbouring title is
commenced willy-nilly, with no permit, it would seem, is not consistent with any
notion of sustainable development. Council has, I assert, failed to control adequately
and failed to ensure orderly legal planning and development.
Now Council would appear to be facilitating another unsatisfactory development on
CT 11940/2, by way of PA\19\0198, which meets no standards, possibly seen as a
means of rectifying the illegal sheds, which have been and appear to remain in use as
habitation.
It is obvious that there is regular habitation. There is a letterbox at the top of the
driveway at Farrell’s Road, marked with the number 27. Who collects the mail?
I disagree strongly with PDA’s claims that there are only three buildings on the
subject land. Their own report identified more structures than three. The structures
present on Lot 1 have not been included in any Rates assessment or Valuation Notice.
It is obvious from the photograph on page 44 of the PA\19\0198 report that the so
called portable site office is not portable at all thus is misdescribed. Indeed, I cannot
even accept that the shed on Lot 1 is actually at the location described in the Planning
Application PA\19\0198 documentation. It may be a relatively minor issue but one
expects a level of accuracy with such Planning Applications.
The illegal developments, which have been inaccurately and incompletely detailed in
Planning Application PA\19\0198, is the sort of ad hoc land use, which is not
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desirable. It harms the amenity of the area, reduces the extent of high quality
vegetation and habitat, lowers property values, increases unapproved informal
accesses onto a small unpaved road and seeks to establish a new ‘bottom of the
harbour’ type subdivision minimum Lot sizes, which is way, way below the 15 ha
minimum, which Council supported as a reasonable standard for Reedy Marsh. If the
intent of the Planning Application is also to legitimise the current shanty structures
that cannot be supported.
It is noted that there appears to be some sort of a second access onto Farrell’s Road,
serving this shed and shanty agglomeration in the north-west corner, on that part of
the land, termed Lot 1 by PDA.
A further concern is the discrepancy regarding the Bushfire Hazzard report of
PA\19\0198, which seems to place the existing shed in a different location on Lot 1 to
PDA Surveyor’s mapped location of the shed in its document reference 43520 – P01,
which is also a part of PA\19\0198. I can see from the images supplied originally that
no hazard area appeared to be intended, nor any established for the perimeter of the
existing shed structure but that in the readvertised documentation there is a BAL 12.5
zone around some of the structures on Lot 1. There is no adequate site plan for the
shanty agglomeration of structures. How can one even seek to have some
regularisation without a proper accurate site plan? This is substandard.
To be clear I am not convinced that BAL 12.5 is the correct assessment for Bushfire
Hazzard on the subject land. I dispute the expedient assessment of the practitioner in
his readvertised addendum to the original Planning Application. I am in the process of
seeking the opinion of another practitioner.
Bushfire is a hazard in Reedy Marsh and I am of the opinion that reasonable standards
for the surrounds of dwellings would be a better solution than attempting to prescribe
burn Reedy Marsh. That said, having inspected the driveway from Farrells Rd, I
cannot see how that meets any Bushfire Code standards either.
It must be said simply that the plethora of allegedly illegal buildings on Lot 1 have not
made it onto the Subdivision plans. Were Council to legitimise the Lot 1 buildings and
sanctify them through this subdivision Planning Application, Council would in my
opinion, in essence be condoning some sort of illegitimate process of subdivision by
way of illegal shanty development. This would be an extremely poor precedent to set.
I consider there to be an inadequate setback, in Bushfire Hazard terms, from the southwestern boundary for the shed as outlined in PA\19\0198. If I read correctly, the
proposal by PDA with this Planning Application may be to enshrine such illegal
developments and possibly to give them additional legitimacy, and then to ipso facto
condone and allow additional clearance of Priority Habitat, with the obvious intent to
build a new dwelling, under separate ownership which would probably entail the
removal of further vegetation and a more obtrusive development at the location
specified by Livingstone in Planning Application PA\19\0198.
One can also see from the PDA document 43520 – P01 within Planning Application
PA\19\0198 documentation that clearance of vegetation would appear to have
occurred by the landowner over the adjoining Crown Road Reserve, adjoining the
block, in the vicinity of the shed on the proposed Lot 1. The Planning Application
does not appear to be proposing to purchase the Crown Road Reserve.
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I argue that this vegetation on the Crown Road Reserve is likely to also be a habitat
for Listed Species, as is the vegetation on the subject land itself. The Crown however
has obligations over the conservation of such species and to ensure its land is not
degraded. Council too has obligations. The clearance of Crown Land would appear to
be associated with this shed development and this has not met any standards.

PDA’s Claims re Surrounding Pattern in the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone
I wish to strongly disagree with PDA over their assessment of the local amenity in
PA\19\0198 and their claim that a subdivision down to either 2.21 Ha and 3.14 Ha or
even only 2.12 Ha and 2.76 Ha is consistent with the surrounding land use pattern. It
is most certainly not consistent with the surrounding pattern across the Reedy Marsh
Rural Living Zone.
Further, on that subject, the block referred to by PDA in Planning Application
PA\19\0198, opposite Farrells Rd, at 538 River Rd has never gained a social license in
Reedy Marsh and is considered to have grossly diminished the neighbouring amenity.
It must be stated that the title of 538 River Road was, I have been reliably informed,
formerly the historic site of the Willowdale School. Thus, typical for such historic
rural arrangements the school block was of very modest size. So, this legacy is not
typical of the surrounding area at all and it would be very, very poor planning to rely
on such historic artefacts.
Indeed, I argue that the “surrounding area” mentioned in the Scheme at 13.4.2.2 and
P2 (g) is the Rural Living Zone of Reedy Marsh and that Council’s work on this
matter in its report at the time of the 2015 Amendment 4 is pertinent and relevant
today. This Amendment report characterises and quantifies the lots and defines the
surrounding area and it was for the purpose of defining subdivision standards. There is
no other Council documentation, which defines the surrounding area.
Council assessed the land use pattern of the Reedy Marsh area in its report regarding
Amendment 4 to the MVC IPS 2013, as well as other areas. That assessment
considered that the average lot size in Reedy Marsh was about 15.7 ha. I reiterate
Council’s Amendment 4 deals with subdivision and the standards thereof and created
the ability of land to be subdivided and importantly was an expression of Council’s
planning intent.
The modern Reedy Marsh RLZ area generally, that is, the overwhelming
predominance of titles, has long been favoured for Rural Residential development and
most of that development is situated with setbacks a very long way from the Council
maintained road, organised in a private and discreet fashion, where the natural
amenity of the area is respected. Planning Application PA\19\0198 would undermine
that discrete private development aspect and undermine the natural amenity of the
place, if one considers the development intent outlined in Mr Livingston’s Bushfire
Hazzard report contained within PA\19\0198.
The access track, serving the proposed Lot 1 from Farrells Road may also be an issue
of concern but it may have predated the illegal developments on the proposed Lot 1. It
seems it serves the shed and plethora of other shanty structures in the western corner
of Lot 1, but meets no standards.
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Indeed, I was not even aware that there was a track on the alignment, mainly because I
rarely travel down Farrell’s Road. I am certainly not aware of any Permit for the
shanty developments.
Please advise me and consider whether this track is a legal one including whether it
meets standards in Bushfire Hazard terms, in Council’s planning report. It used not to
be there in its current form. I wonder whether it meets any sight distance standards.
Roads like Farrell’s Road are small and narrow, can have a slippery surface and so the
sight distance is important and such standards are there for a good reason.
I am mindful that in 2015, when debating the standards around the minimum lot size
for Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone, that there were those, including those who
remain resident in Farrell’s Road, who advocated that there should not be a
subdivision capacity in Reedy Marsh and cited a range of reasons which are pertinent
to the current Planning Application proposal PA\19\0198. Indeed there was one
resident who described the effect that might occur as being tantamount to a rural
residential ghetto. The current proposal PA\19\0198, were it approved, may entirely
reinforce and illustrate his point.
Finally, I consider that Planning Application PA\19\0198 not only represents a threat
to amenity and orderly planning, it represents avoidance of meeting the criteria for
sustainable development.
Council previously had included a careful consideration of the density within the RLZ
of Reedy Marsh and Planning Application PA\19\0198 transgresses and overturns that
density were it to be applied more consistently as a precedent over the Zone. But
PA\19\0198 also represents a threat more broadly to planning scheme standards, for
the proposal disrespects and seeks to trash the standards Council has set. On these two
issues alone, the development proposal is unacceptable.

Conclusion
Accordingly, for all of the reasons I have raised and stated, I respectfully seek that
Council defends its planning scheme and refuses this Planning Application
PA\19\0198.
I await Council’s report and reply and trust that both Council’s planning department
and the elected Councillors will share my significant concerns regarding Planning
Application PA\19\0198, which I have expressed above, and support my objection.
I seek that Council advises the applicant to withdraw his Planning Application
PA\19\0198 or otherwise I seek for Council to refuse the Application PA\19\0198.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Ricketts
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PLANNING AUTHORITY 2
Reference No. 132/2019
18 GRIGG STREET, DELORAINE VIA 20 GRIGG STREET AND 4 RAILWAY STREET,
DELORAINE
Planning Application:

PA\19\0236

Proposal:

Subdivision (3 lots)

Author:

Justin Simons & Leanne Rabjohns
Town Planner

1) Introduction
Applicant
Owner
Property
Zoning
Discretions
Existing Land Use
Number of Representations
Decision Due
Planning Scheme:

Radian Surveying
CM & KJ Howe
18 Grigg Street (CT: 34005/1), with drainage via 20
Grigg Street (CT:13514/1) and 4 Railway Street
(CT:121612/2), Deloraine
General Residential Zone
10.4.15.1 General Suitability
10.4.15.5 Interaction, Safety and Security
Residential (Single Dwelling)
Two (2)
13 August 2019
Meander Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2013 (the
Planning Scheme)

2) Recommendation
It is recommended that the application for Use and Development for
Subdivision (3 lots) on land located at 18 Grigg Street (CT: 34005/1), with
drainage via 20 Grigg Street (CT:13514/1) and 4 Railway Street (CT:121612/2)
Deloraine by Radian Surveying, be APPROVED, generally in accordance with
the endorsed plans:
a) Radian Surveying – Plan of Subdivision and Servicing Works – Job no.
190102, Sheet 1 & 2
b) Rebecca Green & Associates – Bushfire Hazard Assessment Report &
Bushfire Hazard Management Plan – dated 21 May 2019;
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and subject to the following conditions:
1. The development must be in accordance with the Submission to Planning
Authority Notice issued by TasWater (TWDA 2019/00783-MVC attached).

2. Prior to commencement of works the following is to be submitted to
Council:

a. Detailed engineering design drawings are required to the satisfaction
of Council’s Director Infrastructure Services. The designs must
incorporate the following:
i.
Pipe sizes, lengths, and invert level information for all proposed
stormwater pipework
ii.
Connection points and invert level information for lot
connections including Lot 1.
iii.
Excavation of the existing open drain in No.4 Railway Street to
ensure the proposed stormwater outlet is free draining.

3. A 3.0m wide drainage easement is to be created over all public stormwater
infrastructure within new allotments, in favour of Council.
4. The vehicular crossovers servicing proposed Lots 2 and 3 must be
constructed and sealed in accordance with LGAT standard drawing TSDR09-V1 and to the satisfaction of Council’s Director Infrastructure Services
(see Note 1).
5. Prior to the sealing of the Final Plan of Survey (for each stage), the
following must be completed to the satisfaction of Council:
a. The infrastructure works and driveways must be completed as shown
in the application documents and endorsed plans or as modified by
the approval of the detailed engineering drawings and specifications,
to the satisfaction of Council’s Director Infrastructure Services.
b. As-constructed
documentation
for
completed
stormwater
infrastructure work to be submitted to Council, to the satisfaction of
Council’s Director Infrastructure Services.
c. The developer must pay, a Public Open Space contribution, to Council
a sum equivalent to 5% of the unimproved value of the approved lots
as determined by a registered land valuer procured at the subdivider’s
expense.
d. Easements shown, as per Condition 3 above.
e. Vehicular crossovers for Lots 2 and 3 must be completed, as per
Condition 4 above.
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Note:
1. Prior to the construction of the any works within Grigg Street, including the

driveway crossovers, separate consent is required by the Road Authority
(Council). The Application for Works in the Road Reservation form is
enclosed.

All enquiries should be directed to Council’s Infrastructure

Department on 6393 5312.

2. Any other proposed development and/or use, including amendments to this

proposal, may require a separate planning application and assessment against

the Planning Scheme by Council. All enquiries can be directed to Council’s
Community and Development Services on 6393 5320 or via email:
mail@mvc.tas.gov.au.

3. This permit takes effect after:

a) The 14 day appeal period expires; or

b) Any appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
is abandoned or determined; or.

c) Any other required approvals under this or any other Act are granted.
4. A planning appeal may be instituted by lodging a notice of appeal with the

Registrar of the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal. A

planning appeal may be instituted within 14 days of the date the Corporation
serves notice of the decision on the applicant. For more information see the
Resource

Management

www.rmpat.tas.gov.au.

and

Planning

Appeal

Tribunal

website

5. If an applicant is the only person with a right of appeal pursuant to section 61
of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 and wishes to commence

the use or development for which the permit has been granted within that 14

day period, the Council must be so notified in writing. A copy of Council’s
Notice to Waive Right of Appeal is attached.

6. This permit is valid for two (2) years only from the date of approval and will
thereafter lapse if the development is not substantially commenced. An
extension may be granted if a request is received.
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7. In accordance with the legislation, all permits issued by the permit authority
are public documents. Members of the public will be able to view this permit
(which includes the endorsed documents) on request, at the Council Office.
8. If any Aboriginal relics are uncovered during works;

a) All works are to cease within a delineated area sufficient to protect the
unearthed and other possible relics from destruction,

b) The presence of a relic is to be reported to Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania
Phone: (03) 6233 6613 or 1300 135 513 (ask for Aboriginal Heritage
Tasmania Fax: (03) 6233 5555 Email: aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au); and

c) The relevant approval processes will apply with state and federal
government agencies.

3) Background
The application proposes to create two (2) additional residential lots at 18 Grigg
Street, Deloraine. The land has frontage to Grigg Street and adjoins Tasrail’s
Western Line to the rear. The property to the east is residential, while the
properties to the west are residential and commercial (Deloraine Signs).
The land is 5,400m2 in area, with an existing dwelling located close to Grigg
Street. The application requires changes to the sewerage and stormwater
systems which will impact 20 Grigg Street and 4 Railway Street. The proposed
subdivision layout and details are shown in Figure 1, while full plans and
documentation are included in the attachments.
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Figure 1: plan of subdivision (Radian Surveying, 2019)
4) Representations
The application was advertised for the statutory 14-day period.
Two (2) representations were received (attached documents). A summary of the
representations is as follows:
a) TasRail – No objection, based on there being sufficient setback from the
railway and there not being any drainage into the rail corridor. The
representation includes a request for TasRail’s standard notes to be
included on the permit.
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b) Current drainage system in 4 Railway Street is insufficient to manage
current and additional stormwater.
Comment:
The proposed development is compliant with the Road and Rail Assets Code
and both lots include sufficient area to accommodate a dwelling more than
50m from the railway. While TasRail has indicated that they do not object to the
proposal, they have requested conditions or notes to be included on the permit.
These notes will be passed onto the applicant. However, these points are
regulated by other legislation and have not been recommended for inclusion as
permit conditions or notes.
The modelling undertaken by Council included the culvert under the rail line to
the north of 4 Railway Street. During inspections on site, Council’s Works
Department staff noted that the drain to the northern side of the railway culvert
was overgrown and partially blocked. Work has been undertaken to clear the
drain, with the exception of the culvert under the railway line itself, and Council
officers are liaising with TasRail in regard to the status of the drain. It is likely
the partial blockage of the drain is having an impact on upstream stormwater
flows.
The 10% and 1% AEP storm events, with 10min to 45min duration rainfall
patterns, were modelled for the pre-development and post-development
subdivision scenario. The results show a very slight increase in peak culvert
flows under the rail line as a result of development within the proposed
subdivision at 18 Grigg Street:
The average peak increases from 0.672 m3/s to 0.692 m3/s (+2.86%) during the
1% AEP durations and from 0.312 m3/s to 0.317m3/s (+1.32%) during the 10%
AEP durations. There is no change in the maximum level of surface flooding
predicted during the 1% AEP (45 min duration) (231.54 m AHD) and only a 2mm
change in the 10% AEP (45 minute duration) which is calculated to increase
from 231.443 m AHD to 231.445 m AHD.
The 1% AEP 45 minute duration inundation footprint for the pre-subdivision
scenario is shown below. There was no visible change between this inundation
footprint and that determined from the post-development scenario. Note the
blue colours in the figure below represent depths up to approximately 60mm,
the green colours depths up to 200mm, and the orange colours up to 400mm in
the existing open drain.
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4 RAILWAY ST

14 GRIGG

Figure 2 - pre-subdivision inundation in 4 Railway Street
The flooding in this location is an accumulation of overland and piped flows
leading to small open drains at a low point, from which breakout readily
occurs. The railway line acts as a barrier to overland flows across the natural lie
of the land, where it would once have flowed towards the river. As such it may
be impossible to completely remove flooding.
From the information available and the results of the modelling work
undertaken, the discharge of stormwater from the proposed subdivision to the
existing open drain is not unreasonable and would have minimal impact on 4
Railway Street. There are a number of issues that may affect the existing
drainage system in this area which needs further assessment by Council, as they
are not considered to be the responsibility of the subdivider.
5) Consultation with State Government and other Authorities
The application was referred to TasWater. A Submission to Planning Authority
Notice (TWDA 2019/00783-MVC) was received on 11 June 2019 (attached
document).
6) Officers Comments
Use Class: Residential
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Applicable Standards
A brief assessment against all applicable Acceptable Solutions of the applicable
zone and codes is provided below. This is followed by a more detailed
discussion of any applicable Performance Criteria and the objectives relevant to
the particular discretion.
General Residential Zone
Scheme Standard
Assessment
10.4.15.1 General Suitability
Acceptable solution 1
Relies on Performance Criteria
10.4.15.2 Lot Area, Building Envelopes and Frontage
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
Acceptable solution 2
Complies
10.4.15.3 Provision of Services
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
Acceptable solution 2
Complies
10.4.15.4 Solar Orientation of Lots
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
10.4.15.5 Interaction, Safety and Security
Acceptable solution 1
Relies on Performance Criteria
10.4.15.6 Integration Urban Landscape
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
10.4.15.7 Walking and Cycling Networks
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
10.4.15.8 Neighbourhood Road Network
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E1
Bushfire-Prone Areas Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E1.6.1 Subdivision: Provision of hazard management areas
Acceptable solution A1(b)
Complies
E1.6.2 Subdivision: Public and fire fighting Access
Acceptable solution A1(b)
Complies
E1.6.3 Subdivision: Provision of water supply for fire fighting purposes
Acceptable solution A1(b)
Complies
Acceptable solution A2(b)
Complies
E4
Road and Railway Assets Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E4.6.1
Use and road or rail infrastructure
Acceptable solution 2
Complies
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E4.7.1

Development on and adjacent to Existing and Future Arterial
Roads and Railways
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E4.7.4
Sight Distance at Accesses, Junctions and Level crossings
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E6
Car Parking and Sustainable Transport Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E6.6.1
Car Parking Numbers
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
E10
Recreation and Open Space Code
Scheme Standard
Assessment
E10.6.1
Provision of Public Open Space
Acceptable solution 1
Complies
Performance Criteria
General Residential Zone
10.4.15.1 General Suitability
Objective
The division and consolidation of estates and interests in land is to create lots that
are consistent with the purpose of the General Residential Zone.
Performance Criteria
P1
Each new lot on a plan must be suitable for use and development in an arrangement
that is consistent with the Zone Purpose, having regard to the combination of:
a) slope, shape, orientation and topography of land;
b) any established pattern of use and development;
c) connection to the road network;
d) availability of or likely requirements for utilities;
e) any requirement to protect ecological, scientific, historic, cultural or aesthetic
values; and
f) potential exposure to natural hazards.
Response
As the Zone Purpose has been directly incorporated into the Performance Criteria,
the Zone Purpose becomes a standard that the proposed development must
satisfy.
The Zone Purpose states:
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10.1

Zone Purpose

10.1.1
10.1.1.1

Zone Purpose Statements
To provide for residential use or development that
accommodates a range of dwelling types at suburban densities,
where full infrastructure services are available or can be
provided.
To provide for compatible non-residential uses that primarily
serve the local community.
Non-residential uses are not to be at a level that distorts the
primacy of residential uses within the zones, or adversely affect
residential amenity through noise, activity outside of business
hours traffic generation and movement or other off site
impacts.
To encourage residential development that respects the
neighbourhood character and provides a high standard of
residential amenity.

10.1.1.2
10.1.1.3

10.1.1.4

10.1.2
Deloraine

Local Area Objectives
a) Deloraine will be supported as a growth centre servicing the
rural district and also to support the business activity centre;
b) Varying housing types and aged care will be supported as an
important factor in retaining population.
a) Subdivision design is to consider the relationship and
connectivity between future urban growth areas, support
services and open space assets.

10.1.3

Desired Future Character Statements
Dwellings are to maintain as the predominant form of
development with some higher densities encouraged near
services and the business area. Some redevelopment sites may
also be appropriate for higher density development.
Typical residential and non residential development is to be
detached, rarely exceeding two storeys and be setback from the
street and property boundaries.

The proposal is to create three (3) residential lots. Lot 1 with the existing dwelling
is 702m2 in area, while the vacant lots are each 2,360m2. The new lots are capable
of accommodating a range of dwelling sizes. The lots are serviced by sewer, water
and stormwater infrastructure.
The size of the lots is consistent with those of the surrounding area, which vary
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significantly, from 600m2 at 20 Grigg Street to 4,230m2 at 14 Grigg Street. Internal
lots are a relatively common on Grigg Street.
The purpose of the subdivision is to provide an additional two (2) residential lots.
The subdivision layout provides for a range of housing types in the area. Lots 2 and
3 are of a size and shape to allow for the construction of a dwelling that would
meet all the applicable setback requirements for the zone.
The subject land is in close proximity to the local business centre of Deloraine. The
River/Train Park, public transport, hospital, schools and the showground are all
within easy commuting distance from the land.
The proposal is considered infill development.
The land is zoned General Residential, and a single dwelling has a No Permit
Required use status. All lots are large enough to ensure a dwelling could meet the
boundary setback standards of the zone.
The land is not heritage listed, and not mapped as landslip or karst. The building
sites are located greater than 50m from the railway corridor.
The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
10.4.15.5 Interaction, Safety and Security
Objective
To provide a lot layout that contributes to community social interaction, personal
safety and property security.
Performance Criteria
P1
Subdivisions that create internal lots must provide for adequate levels of visibility
and surveillance.
Response
Lots 2 and 3 are internal lots. The lot layout provides opportunities for visibility and
surveillance of the internal lots from other residential lots and the surrounding
road network.
The proposed development is considered consistent with the Objective and
Performance Criteria.
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Conclusion
It is considered that the application for Use and Development for a Subdivision
(3 lots) is acceptable in the General Residential Zone and is recommended for
approval.

DECISION:
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This plan has been prepared to accompany a
Development Application to Council and should
not be used for any other purpose. All
measurements shown are subject to final survey.
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This plan has been prepared to accompany a
Development Application to Council and should
not be used for any other purpose. All
measurements shown are subject to final survey.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Jarvis
1 Jul 2019 04:10:58 +0000
Planning @ Meander Valley Council
PA-19-0236 - 18 Grigg Street Deloraine

Dear Planning Department
Thank you for your notification advising TasRail of Planning Application PA-19-0236 – 18 Grigg Street
Deloraine.
TasRail has reviewed the documents provided and advises it has no objection to this application based
on the understanding that there is sufficient setback distance from rail land, and that no stormwater or
other water will be discharged into the rail corridor/rail drainage system.
Should the application be approved by Council and a permit issued, TasRail requests that the following
TasRail Standard Notes be included in the permit document.
TasRail Standard Notes (as at April 2019)



Should there be a requirement for a service or asset to be installed on rail land, a separate
TasRail Permit is required and will only be approved subject to terms and conditions. A
Permit Application Form is available by contacting property@tasrail.com.au



No obstruction is permitted inside railway land for any purpose including for structures,
unauthorised vehicles, drainage, water pipes, stormwater discharge, electrical or service
infrastructure.



Under Section 24 of the Rail Infrastructure Act 2007, the Rail Infrastructure Manager
(TasRail) may give an adjoining landholder a notice to clear an obstruction as circumstances
require. In the event that the adjoining landholder fails to comply with the clearance notice,
then the Rail Infrastructure Manager may apply to a justice for a warrant to access the land to
clear the obstruction and recover the costs as a debt due to the railway entity from the
landholder.



Access to railway land is not permitted without formal authorisation from TasRail.



Using or creating an unauthorised railway crossing is unsafe and strictly prohibited.



Parking of vehicles within rail land is not permitted.



As railway land is Crown Land, the Rail Infrastructure Manager is not required to contribute
to the cost of boundary fencing.

Should you require any additional information or clarification, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
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Jennifer Jarvis
Manager Group Property & Compliance |
Phone: 03 6335 2603 | Mobile: 0428 139 238
11 Techno Park Drive, Kings Meadows, Tasmania, 7249
Jennifer.Jarvis@tasrail.com.au

facebook.com/Follow.TasRail

twitter.com/TasRail

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. Any
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorised and may be
illegal. Opinions, conclusions, views and other information in this message that do not relate to the official
business of the Tasmanian Railway Pty Ltd are the views of the individual sender and shall be understood as
neither given nor endorsed by Tasmanian Railway Pty Ltd.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Andrew Sherriff - Deloraine Signs
27 Jun 2019 10:01:01 +1000
Planning @ Meander Valley Council
Martin Gill
FW: Grigg Street Subdivision - Proposed Stormwater Work
IMG_3475.MOV, IMG_6802.MOV, IMG_6803.MOV, 18 Grigg St Subdivision.pdf

Hi Planning
I’m sending this email in regard to the proposed Grigg Street subdivision PA/19/0236
I was made aware of this subdivision as the owner contacted me some months ago about this.
I informed the owner at the time I was not interested in his, or anyone else’s storm water
entering my block without the upgrade of the current open drains. The current system cannot
cope with heavy rain now so adding to this will only exacerbate the problem.
I find it difficult to understand why I am unable to dump a down pipe onto the ground on my
property yet someone in council in the past has decided that they can dump the entire of Grigg
streets stormwater, rubbish and junk and now a new subdivisions stormwater onto my property.
I don’t believe there is even a stormwater easement for the water on my block, is there?
Until such time the current un-piped storm water and the capacity problem is fixed I don’t want
any additions to it.
I have no issues with the sewage connection or anyone having access to my property if they give
prior notice.
I have attached some videos of the current capacity problem already for you to consider.
Don’t hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or should you wish to discuss
further.
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From: Andrew Sherriff [mailto:Andrew.Sherriff@mvc.tas.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 17 June 2019 11:52 PM
To: Dino De Paoli
Cc: Matthew Millwood; Duncan Mayne; Councillors; Wayne Johnston; Martin Gill
Subject: RE: Grigg Street Subdivision - Proposed Stormwater Work

Hi Dino,
Thank you for your email.
I am aware of this subdivision as the owner contacted me some months ago about this. I was
also reminded yesterday when I saw the planning notice at my gateway.
Firstly I informed the owner of the proposed subdivision I was not interested in his or anyone
else’s storm water entering my block without the upgrade of the current open drains.
I find it difficult to understand why I am unable to dump a down pipe onto the ground on my
property yet someone in council has decided in the past that they can dump the entire of Grigg
streets stormwater, rubbish and junk and now a new subdivisions stormwater onto my block.
There are big issues with storm water already on my block and adding this to it will not make it
any better.
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COMMUNITY & DEVELOPMENT 1
Reference No. 133/2019
REVIEW OF POLICY NO. 74 – CONSERVATION COVENANT INCENTIVE SCHEME
AUTHOR:

Stuart Brownlea
GIS/NRM Officer
_________________________________________________________________________________________
1) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council:
Confirm the continuation of Policy No. 74 – Conservation Covenant
Incentive Scheme, as follows:
Policy Number: 74

Conservation Covenant Incentive Scheme

Purpose:

To establish guidelines for administering a Rates
Rebate Incentive Scheme for land under
Conservation Covenants.

Department:
Author:

Community and Development Services
Stuart Brownlea, NRM Officer

Council Meeting Date:
Minute Number:

13 August 2019
XX/2019

Next Review Date:

August 2023

POLICY
1.

Definitions

Conservation Covenant: means a land title covenant registered under Part 5 of the
Nature Conservation Act 2002, once signed by both the relevant Tasmanian Minister
and the landowner.
2.

Objective

To formally encourage, recognise and reward voluntary conservation of high priority
natural values, in the form of Conservation Covenants and to support objectives in
the Meander Valley Council Natural Resource Management Strategy.
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3.

Scope

This policy only applies to that proportion of private land titles within the Meander
Valley that is the subject of Conservation Covenants and to the General Rate (net of
any other rebate or remission). The rebate level is calculated on the number of
hectares that are covered by the Conservation Covenant, rather than the whole area
of a title that has a Conservation Covenant within it.
4.

Policy

Council recognises that conservation covenants:
• play a role in protecting habitats for a wide range of native species, including
threatened plants and animals, from wedge-tailed eagles to native grasses. They
also help to maintain the scenic values of Tasmanian landscapes that benefit
tourism, can be a direct tourism venture asset, and contribute to the maintenance
of water quality by preventing soil erosion and salinity problems.
• are a way that private landowners can ensure the long-term conservation of
natural values on their land. Landowners are helped to establish these covenants
by a single program in Tasmania: the Private Land Conservation Program.
Landowners who place perpetual conservation covenants on their land title are
helping to achieve conservation benefits for the whole community.
• are legally binding agreements between the landowners and the State
Government that are registered on land titles and travel with those titles to future
owners. A Nature Conservation Plan has or will be implemented with most
conservation covenants. Together, the two documents detail a management
regime that will protect conservation values on a property whilst allowing for
continued use of the land.
• are decided upon by a landowner only after considerable planning and
management negotiation. Professionally determined Nature Conservation Plans
are developed with the landowner’s input and consent. The desire to utilise the
reserve, for example to collect domestic loads of firewood or graze stock
periodically, are accommodated wherever this will not have a long term negative
impact on the reserved values.
• may have flow on benefits for a tourism venture, be an area that is not
commercially viable, provide an offset for other development, leverage funding
for conservation aims, protect other land from degradation such as salinity, or
provide access to management advice and assistance from the Tasmanian
Government.
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Individual Rates Rebate Calculation
The rebate amount is to be calculated on the following basis:
As at 1st July, 2017, base rate of $5.67 per ha of land area covered by the
Conservation Covenant only with a minimum amount of $56.70 and maximum of
$567.00 for any one property AND with no rebate in any case to exceed 50% of the
General Rate (net of other rebates or remissions).
Annual Adjustment
The base rate, minimum and maximum amounts are to be adjusted by the same
percentage as the General Rate adjustment each financial year.
Commencement of Entitlement
Entitlement to a Rates Rebate amount under the Scheme is to commence from the
1st July of the next rating period immediately following the date of signing of the
Conservation Covenant.
Cessation of Entitlement
Entitlement to a Rates Rebate amount payable under the Scheme ceases when a
covenant no longer exists on the affected title.
5.

Legislation

Nature Conservation Act 2002.
6.

Responsibility

Responsibility for the operation of this policy rests with the Director, Community and
Development Services.

2) Officers Report
Councillors requested at the July 2019 Workshop that Policy No. 74 be brought
forward for review. This policy was last reviewed in May 2018.
In February 2017 Council wrote to the Department of Primary Industries Parks
Water and Environment (DPIPWE) to seek a financial contribution to the
conservation covenant incentive scheme. In August 2017 Council was advised
by DPIPWE that they were not in a position to make a financial contribution,
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however they are committed to providing direct support to landowners in the
form of advice about environmental management and review of their
management plans for the individual properties. DPIPWE also plays a role in
ensuring that the landowners are implementing the management plans and
support a covenant-related landowner group that runs field days and share
information.
In operation the current policy continues to provide conservation incentive, on a
voluntary basis. Conservation Covenant landowners continue to be proactive in
collectively addressing issues of relevance to their conserved land, including
topical field days with a focus on such things as fire management and weed
management. They continue to be supported in this endeavour through the
Tasmanian Government’s Private Land Conservation Program (PLCP) and the
Tasmanian Land Conservancy. Mapped distribution of covenanted titles and the
adjustment to the World Heritage Area boundary are provided in Attachment 1.
The Tasmanian Land Conservancy, in partnership with the PLCP, is monitoring
the condition of the conserved areas and ensuring that a current, negotiated
Nature Conservation Plan exists for the vast majority of covenanted land (a
small number early in the covenanting program had a different type of
management agreement applied). Nature Conservation Plans will address both
landowner’s preferences for management and prescriptions for sustaining the
natural values for which the covenant was put in place. They will all be up for
review again ten years after being put in place.
The PLCP unit of DPIPWE has provided data on the environmental condition of
covenanted land (Attachment 2). Of the vegetation condition assessments
undertaken so far, on roughly one third of all covenants, 74 percent were in
“good or very good” condition. In addition, 65 percent had weeds on less than 1
percent of their area; with only 4 percent having significant weed threats.
Weeds in these minority cases may be affording protection from predation or
disturbance.
Some threatened species, especially plants such as Pimelea curviflora var.
gracilis (slender curved riceflower), Brunonia australis (blue pincushion) and
Pomaderris phylicifolia (narrow-leaf dogwood), are poorly reserved on public
land and so are reliant on private reserves for effective conservation. Threatened
Vegetation Communities on covenanted land are likewise either not present or
poorly represented in formal reserve areas (refer Attachment 1). Even where
natural values occur on both public and private land, there is value in
safeguarding private land populations as insurance against catastrophes such as
fire, flood or disease incursion. In many places the covenanting process has
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provided additional community benefits by securing landscape amenity and
potentially adding to tourism experiences.
3) Council Strategy and Policy
Furthers the objectives of the Community Strategic Plan 2014 to 2024:
•

Future direction (1) – A sustainable and natural built environment.

4) Legislation
Not applicable
5) Risk Management
Not applicable
6) Government and Agency Consultation
There has not been any contact with DPIPWE or the PLCP as part of this August
2019 review.
Council contacted the Private Land Conservation Program (PLCP) within DPIPWE
in 2016 for information regarding the environmental condition and ongoing
management of covenanted land which supports the policy. The response is
Attachment 2.
7) Community Consultation
It is noted that conservation covenant landowners have not been advised of this
August 2019 review.
Landowners with conservation covenant were advised of the Policy review in
2016 and nine submissions were received . These are provided in Attachment 3.
8) Financial Consideration
The current total rebate for the 2019-20 financial year is $11,641. This scheme
funding is allocated across 70 Meander Valley landowners with a total of
2,374ha of covenanted land.
Council approved a budget of $12,500 for conservation covenant rebates at the
June 2019 meeting, to be provided for the 2019-20 financial year.
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9) Alternative Recommendations
Council can elect to discontinue or amend the existing Policy.
10) Voting Requirements
Simple majority.

DECISION:
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23/8/16

Hi Stuart,

The TLC have forwarded on your below email seeking information about conservation covenants.
The Private Land Conservation Program in DPIPWE have responsibility for overseeing the Tasmanian
private reserve estate and as such are best placed to respond to your questions.
Our Program conducts monitoring across the reserve estate, with roughly a third of covenants having
had a Vegetation Condition Assessment (VCA). Most VCA zones (74%) have been found to be in good or
very good condition, with only 1% in poor condition. In addition, 65% have <1% weeds, and <4% had
high covers of high threat weeds.
For those covenants with low scores, it may be a reflection of what the covenant was like at the time of
signing rather than a decline in condition over time. For example I am aware of a covenant which was
set up to protect a wedge-tailed eagle nest, where the forest understorey is predominantly gorse. In this
instance the covenant was established for the protection of a threatened species, and there is no
expectation that the gorse will be removed.
To know whether a landowner is “effectively managing their covenanted area” would require site
specific information on what the natural values and threats are on that block, as well as a determination
of what is reasonable to expect a landowner to be able to control.
VCA resurveys (unpublished data) conducted by our Program have found that 95% of VCA zones were in
the same or increased VCA condition class. Having said this, changes in condition cannot generally be
detected over short time periods – more likely 15-20 years to pick up change, unless it is very dramatic.
In addition, working out the causes of condition change is another thing entirely. Apparent declines in
condition can be due to things outside the landowners control such as climate/weather variability,
disease etc.
In general there is a very high level of compliance across the conservation covenant estate and we have
very few instances of serious decline in condition or lack of compliance.
We always appreciate feedback on covenant areas from others working in the field so if there are
activities of concern in MVC please let us know, so that we can follow up.
If you have any further questions, please let me know - I would be happy to help.
Kind regards,
Helen
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Helen Crawford
Team Leader, Private Land Conservation
Natural Values Conservation Branch
Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment
Level 4, 134 Macquarie Street, Hobart, Tasmania 7000
Please note: I work Monday - Thursday
 03 6165 4386
 helen.crawford@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
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CORPORATE 1
Reference No. 134/2019
REQUEST FOR REMISSION OF THE 2019-20 RATES AND CHARGES ON 152 AND
154 BLACKSTONE ROAD, BLACKSTONE HEIGHTS
AUTHOR:

Jonathan Harmey
Director Corporate Services
_________________________________________________________________________________________
1) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council grants a rate remission for the General
Rate (subject to applying the Minimum Amount of $170) and Waste
Management charge for 2019-20 under Section 129 of the Local
Government Act 1993 to the following properties:
1. Unit 1/152 Blackstone Road, Blackstone Heights
2. Unit 2/152 Blackstone Road, Blackstone Heights
3. 154 Blackstone Road, Blackstone Heights
2) Officers Report
The purpose of this report is for Council to consider a request from the owner
of 152 and 154 Blackstone Rd, Blackstone Heights for a remission of the 201920 rates and charges levied on the two properties that continue to be affected
by landslip.
In July 2014 a landslip event occurred at the front of the properties at 152 and
154 Blackstone Road, Blackstone Heights. As a result of this event Council
commissioned an assessment of the sites and the potential risk to the residents
of the affected properties.
The assessment concluded that there was risk of further landslip activity and
recommended the evacuation of residents of 152 and 154 Blackstone Road and
ongoing monitoring of landslip activity. The residents were issued a notice to
vacate on 12 August 2014. The notice is still in force and the properties remain
unoccupied. The property owner has not taken sufficient actions to have the
evacuation order lifted however has noted in their request that the owner now
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has a planning permit and will be applying for a building permit to rectify the
problems.
When considering the ongoing management of the landslip at the affected
properties at its November 2014 meeting, Council decided to provide a pro-rata
rate remission from the date of the notice to vacate for the General Rate
(subject to applying the Minimum Amount of $135) and the Waste
Management service charge for 2014-15. Council considered a request from the
property owner and provided a rate remission on the same basis at the
following meetings:





June 2016 (for the 2015-16 financial year)
June 2017 (for the 2016-17 financial year)
September 2017 (for the 2017-18 financial year)
October 2018 (for the 2018-19 financial year)

The State Government Fire Levy was not remitted on each occasion as Council is
required to pay this amount to the State Fire Commission. The minimum rate
was not remitted on each occasion as it was considered that every property
owner has an obligation to contribute a minimum amount to the ongoing
governance, administration and provision of essential services to the
community. The rates remissions previously provided to the property owner is
summarised as follows:
Financial Year
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19

Rates Remission
$1,806 (pro-rata)
$2,148
$2,228
$2,341
$2,448

The owner of 152 and 154 Blackstone Road has written to Council requesting
rate remissions on the properties for the 2019-20 financial year (refer to the
attached letter).
Section 129 of the Local Government Act 1993 allows Council, by absolute
majority to grant a remission of any rates payable by a rate payer. Until the
engineering issues are resolved and the structural integrity of the dwellings
restored, the properties need to remain unoccupied.
It is noted that some adjoining properties affected by the Blackstone Heights
landslip have completed rectification works and had the evacuation order
revoked. Rates remissions have been provided for 152 and 154 Blackstone Road
by Council since August 2014 and if the current request is approved, then five
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years and eleven months will have been covered by some rates remission. The
property owner has previously been advised that while requests for rates
remissions in the future can be received it is preferred that action be taken by
the property owner to return the two properties to a condition where the
evacuation order can be revoked.
It is recommended that Council grant a remission of the General Rate (subject
to applying the Minimum Amount of $170) and the Waste Management service
charge for 152 and 154 Blackstone Road totalling $2,259.90. Council sets a
minimum amount payable in respect of the General Rate to ensure that all
rateable properties make a base contribution to the cost of administering
council’s activities and maintaining the services and physical infrastructure that
supports each property. A remission of the Fire Levy is not recommended as
Council is required to pay this amount to the State Fire Commission.
3) Council Strategy and Policy
Not applicable
4) Legislation
Rate remissions may be granted by absolute majority in accordance with
Section 129 of the Local Government Act 1993.
5) Risk Management
Not applicable
6) Government and Agency Consultation
Not applicable
7) Community Consultation
Not applicable

8) Financial Consideration
The proposed rate remissions, if granted, will reduce Council revenue. The 201920 rates and charges for the properties are as follows:
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Property
1/152 Blackstone Rd
2/152 Blackstone Rd
154 Blackstone Rd
Total

General
Rates

732.75
732.75
1,136.40
2,601.90

Fire
Levy

189.31
189.31
293.60
672.22

Waste
Charges

56.00
56.00
56.00
168.00

Total
Revenue

978.06
978.06
1,486.00
3,442.12

The recommended remission of the General Rate (subject to applying the
Minimum Amount of $170) totals $2,259.90.
9) Alternative Recommendations
Council can provide a partial or no rate remission for the General Rate and
Waste Management charge.
10) Voting Requirements
Absolute majority.

DECISION:
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INFRASTRUCTURE 1
Reference No. 135/2019
PROPOSED NEW ROAD NAME – ASKRIGG LANE, NEEDLES
AUTHOR:

Beth Williams
Administration Officer, Infrastructure Services
_________________________________________________________________________________________
1) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council endorse the proposed new road name of
‘Askrigg Lane’ for the short section of sealed road accessed off Mole
Creek Road, and forward it to the Nomenclature Office for formalisation.
2) Officers Report
In 1997, TJ & AF Terry Pty Ltd (now identified as Askrigg Investments Pty Ltd –
Tasmania Truffles) were awarded Planning Permit approval (#S19/97) from
Council for development of their subdivided property. One of the conditions
placed upon the Terry’s was that ‘the new internal road is to be upgraded to
sealed rural road standard (5-metre sealed carriageway with gravel shoulders
and adequate drainage) between Mole Creek Main Road and new lot 8 prior to
takeover by Council.’ Refer to Figure 1 below for road location.
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Subject road

Figure 1: location of subject road to be named ‘Askrigg Lane’

Mr and Mrs Terry subsequently carried out the roadworks, with the road section
sealed to Council’s standard for a distance of 365 metres from Mole Creek Road
to the south side of an existing cattle grid. Although the road has been known
as ‘Askrigg Road’ since the road’s construction in early 1998, the handover to
Council did not occur.
Council’s Works Director has recently inspected the road, and has confirmed it
was constructed and sealed to Council’s standard and could therefore be taken
over by Council with the acknowledgement that Council will be responsible for
all future road maintenance.
The Terry property has been developed as a black truffle producer (‘Tasmanian
Truffles’) and is named ‘Askrigg’ after a small village located in North Yorkshire,
England where the Terry family originated. Because of the long-standing
association of this section of road with the property name, it is intended to
formally name this road, ‘Askrigg Lane’. [Note: The preferred choice of the
generic ‘Road’ rather than ‘Lane’ cannot be adopted as consultation with the
Nomenclature Office has confirmed that duplication of any road name within
Tasmania is no longer permitted; there is an existing ‘Askrigg Road’ in Gretna,
southern Tasmania.}
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Figure 2: access to subject road off Mole Creek Road (looking north)

Figure 3: subject road from cattle grid towards Mole Creek Road (looking south)
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Local Government is a key road naming authority for all council maintained
roads within respective municipalities under Section 20(E) of the Survey CoOrdination Act 1944. However, although a council has the jurisdiction to name
roads within proclaimed town boundaries, this road is located outside of any
town boundary and as such, after endorsement by Council, will require
submission to the Nomenclature Board for its approval and gazetting.
The Terry family has been consulted regarding Council taking ownership and
maintenance responsibilities of the 365-metre sealed road section, as per the
conditional arrangement of the 1997 Planning Permit. They are in agreeance to
having this road section identified as ‘Askrigg Lane’.
3) Council Strategy and Policy
Not applicable
4) Legislation
Road naming is regulated under the Survey Co-Ordination Act 1944.
5) Risk Management
Risk is managed through the formal process of ratifying road names to avoid
conflict with existing named roads in other municipalities within Tasmania.
Non-duplication of names also ensures greater address clarity for such agencies
as emergency services as it removes confusion in property location
identification, thus enhancing public safety.
6) Government and Agency Consultation
Not applicable
7) Community Consultation
Not applicable
8) Financial Consideration
Not applicable
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9) Alternative Recommendations
Council can select a name other than that recommended or delegate this
responsibility to Council staff.
10) Voting Requirements
Simple majority

DECISION:
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INFRASTRUCTURE 2
Reference No. 136/2019
DIVESTMENT OF COUNCIL PROPERTIES
AUTHOR:

Dino De Paoli
Director Infrastructure Services
_________________________________________________________________________________________
1) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council proceed with divestment under Section
177 of the Local Government Act 1993 and approve the General Manager
to enter into contracts of sale for the following properties;
1) 6-8 Emu Bay Road, Deloraine (CT:162910/1)
2) 333 Westbury Road, Prospect Vale (CT:143357/1)
3) 35 William Street, Westbury (CT:219994/1)

2) Officers Report
The purpose of this report is for Council to consider the divestment of the
following three Council properties;
•
•
•

6-8 Emu Bay Road, Deloraine (CT:162910/1)
333 Westbury Road, Prospect Vale (CT:143357/1)
35 William Street, Westbury (CT:219994/1)

These properties are not classified as “Public” under the Local Government Act
1993 and are considered by Officers to be surplus to Council’s current and long
term needs.
Council previously considered the divestment of these properties at the
Ordinary Council Meeting in October 2018, however, resolved not to proceed
with the divestment at that point in time. The divestment of Council properties
was most recently presented to Council for discussion at the workshop on
23 July 2019.
Further details on each property are provided below.
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6-8 Emu Bay Road, Deloraine (CT:162910/1)
This property is surplus to Council’s needs and no strategic plan was identified
for this building during the Deloraine Outline Development Plan project. This
property was originally identified for sale approximately 9 years ago with a
project included in Council’s Capital Works program (FY10/11). The sale did not
progress at the time due to various considerations around the cost and
responsibility to upgrade the building concerning fire separation, and also
protracted lease agreement negotiations with Service Tasmania.
The property contains commercial premises. The current tenancies are made up
of Service Tasmania, and the Department of Education (Deloraine Library
Literacy Office). The office previously tenanted by the former member of the
legislative council, Greg Hall, is currently vacant.
The zoning for the land is General Business.

Aerial photo 1: 6-8 Emu Bay Road
333 Westbury Road, Prospect Vale (CT:143357/1)
This property is surplus to Council’s needs and there was no strategic project
identified for this property in the Prospect Vale Blackstone Heights Structure
Plan.
The property contains a residential dwelling and was purchased in November
2014 as part of the Westbury Road-Vale Street intersection roundabout project.
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The roundabout project was completed and the property is currently leased
through Bushby Real Estate.
It is noted that the Department of Communities has expressed an interest in the
purchase of this property from Council to assist the State Government with the
delivery of affordable housing to the area. The General Manager may negotiate
directly with the Department to sell the property based on fair market value
should Council support the recommendation for divestment.
The zoning for the land is General Residential.

Aerial photo 2: 333 Westbury Road
35 William Street, Westbury (CT:219994/1)
This property contains a residential dwelling and was purchased in November
2015 with the intention of being “land banked” for incorporation into the
potential future development of a commercial hub within Westbury. This was
predicated in part on the establishment of a new supermarket on the corner of
William Street and Meander Valley Road. Council currently manages the lease
for this property.
Since Council purchased this property, there has been no further progress
toward a commercial hub in this location, and the building work for the new IGA
supermarket at 45 Meander Valley Road, Westbury, is nearing completion.
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The zoning for the land is Urban Mixed Use.

Aerial photo 3: 35 William Street
The proceeds from the sale of the properties are recommended to be applied to
new or upgraded property development projects in line with Council’s strategic
documents and to be determined by Council as part of future capital works
considerations.
3) Council Strategy and Policy
Furthers the objectives of the Council’s Community Strategic Plan 2014 to 2024:
•

Future Direction (5): Innovative leadership and community governance

4) Legislation
Section 177 Sale and disposal of land under the Local Government Act 1993
applies. A decision to sell land by Council under Section 177 must be carried by
an absolute majority.
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5) Risk Management
Not applicable
6) Government and Agency Consultation
Not applicable
7) Community Consultation
Not applicable
8) Financial Consideration
The following table details the current value of the properties provided by the
State Government’s Office of the Valuer General (OVG), effective 1 July 2018:
Property
6-8 Emu Bay Road, Deloraine
333 Westbury Road, Prospect Vale
35 William Street, Westbury

OVG Valuation
$315,000
$330,000
$250,000

Prior to Council selling the properties, Officers will obtain a valuation from a
qualified valuer that will be used to determine fair market value for the sale
process.
9) Alternative Recommendations
Council could elect not to sell any or all of these properties.
10) Voting Requirements
Absolute majority

DECISION:
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GOVERNANCE 1
Reference No. 137/2019
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE OF CONDUCT PANEL DETERMINATION REPORT
AUTHOR:

Jonathan Harmey
Director Corporate Services
___________________________________________________________________________________
1) Recommendation
It is recommended that Council receive the Local Government Code of
Conduct Panel Determination Report, dated 8 July 2019, which upholds a
complaint against Councillor Rodney Synfield brought by Council’s
General Manager.
2) Officers Report
The purpose of this report is for Council to receive a Local Government Code of
Conduct Panel Determination Report (attached).
A complaint was brought against Councillor Rodney Synfield (Cr Synfield) by
Martin Gill (Council’s General Manager) as outlined in the report. The Panel met
on 30 May 2019 and 5 June 2019 to conduct hearings, with the determination
report dated 8 July 2019.
The complaint brought against Cr Synfield by Council’s General Manager
alleged that Cr Synfield breached all of the following Sections of Council’s Code
of Conduct:
Part 7 Relationships with community, Councillors, and council employees
7.1

A Councillor
a. must treat all persons with courtesy, fairness, dignity and respect; and
b. must not cause any reasonable person offence or embarrassment; and
c. must not bully or harass any person.

7.5

A Councillor must not contact an employee of the council in relation to
council matters unless authorised by the General Manager of the council.
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Part 8 Representation
8.7

The personal conduct of a Councillor must not reflect, or have the
potential to reflect, adversely on the reputation of the council.

The State Government’s independent Local Government Code of Conduct Panel
upholds the complaint against Cr Synfield.
The Code of Conduct had a range of sanctions available to impose on Cr
Synfield for the contravention of Council’s Code of Conduct. The Panel chose to
impose a reprimand on Cr Synfield, and requires him to undertake training in
the competencies of Emotional Intelligence. Council is required to organise and
pay all associated costs associated of the training, to occur between 9 August
2019 and 30 September 2019.
3) Council Strategy and Policy
The complaint considers the current Code of Conduct approved by Council on
12 March 2019 and the previous Code of Conduct approved by Council on 12
July 2016.
Furthers the objectives of Council’s Community Strategic Plan 2014 to 2024:
•

Future direction (5) – Innovative leadership and community governance

4) Legislation
In accordance with Section 28ZK of the Local Government Act 1993 (Act) the
Code of Conduct Panel has made is determination in relation to a complaint. As
per Section 28ZK(2) of the Act copies have been provided to Cr Synfield,
Council’s General Manager and the State Government’s Director of Local
Government.
In accordance with Section 28ZK(4) of the Act the report is to be tabled at the
August 2019 meeting of Council which is open to the public.
In accordance with Section 28ZNA of the Act if, as a result of a determination
report, a councillor is required to undergo training, the costs associated with
that training are to be borne by the relevant council.
5) Risk Management
Not applicable
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6) Government and Agency Consultation
Not applicable
7) Community Consultation
Not applicable
8) Financial Consideration
The cost to Council for the Code of Conduct Panel to hear the complaint is
expected to be between $5,000 and $10,000.
The Panel imposes a reprimand on Cr Synfield, and requires him to undertake
training in the competencies of Emotional Intelligence. This training is to be
organised by Council. The cost to Council to facilitate this training is expected
to be between $5,000 and $10,000.
9) Alternative Recommendations
Not applicable
10) Voting Requirements
Simple majority

DECISION:
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Local Government Act 1993

CODE OF CONDUCT PANEL DETERMINATION REPORT*
MEANDER VALLEY COUNCIL COUNCILLOR CODE OF CONDUCT
Complaint brought by Mr Martin Gill (General Manager, Meander Valley Council)
against Cr Rodney Synfield

Date of Determination: 8 July 2019
Code of Conduct Panel:
Lynn Mason (Chairperson)
Sue Smith (community member with experience in local government)
Anthony Mihal (legal member)

Summary of the Complaint
The complaint from Mr Gill was submitted to the Executive Officer of the Code of Conduct Panel
(the Panel) on 20 September 2018. The Chairperson of the Panel undertook an initial assessment
of the complaint and advised on 16 October 2018 that she had determined that the whole of the
complaint was to be investigated and determined by the Panel. The Panel’s jurisdiction to
investigate the complaint was curtailed when Cr Synfield failed to retain his seat on Meander
Valley Council (the Council) in the October 2018 local government elections.
Cr Synfield returned as a Councillor following the resignation of a sitting Councillor in April 2019.
The Complainant was advised as a matter of courtesy that the Code of Conduct Panel again had
jurisdiction to hear the complaint, and would do so, provided that he did not wish to withdraw the
complaint. Mr Gill advised that he did not wish to withdraw the complaint. The Panel
subsequently recommenced its investigation.
Cr Synfield was notified on 8 May 2019 that the investigation into the complaint had been
reopened, and documents pertaining to the complaint were sent to him again.
The Council adopted a revised version of the Code of Conduct (the Code) on 12 March 2019.
Panel investigated the complaint in accordance with the Code adopted by Council on 12 July 2016,
which was in force at the time of the alleged breaches.
The sections of the Code which Mr Gill alleged Cr Synfield breached are:
Part 7 Relationships with community, Councillors, and council employees
7.1

A Councillor
a. must treat all persons with courtesy, fairness, dignity and respect; and
b. must not cause any reasonable person offence or embarrassment; and
c. must not bully or harass any person.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Section 28ZK (7) of the Local Government Act 1993 requires that any person who receives a determination report must keep the
determination report confidential until the report is included within an item on the agenda for a meeting of the relevant council.
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7.5

A Councillor must not contact an employee of the council in relation to council matters
unless authorised by the General Manager of the council.

Part 8 Representation
8.7

The personal conduct of a Councillor must not reflect, or have the potential to reflect,
adversely on the reputation of the council.

The Complaint
Mr Gill alleged that Cr Synfield’s behaviour towards a female council employee (the employee)
over a period of months had led to her specifically requesting Cr Synfield to restrict his contact
with her to work related matters. This occurred on 18 July 2018. Cr Synfield responded to the
employee on the same day, stating that he had wanted to give her a birthday present 100% as a
private person, caring about someone else (you); and referring to the interest we have already
expressed about and for each other. In a second message five days later, in reply to Cr Synfield’s
email of 18 July 2018, the employee stated that I think you have misunderstood the meaning and
intent of my email to you. I feel a boundary has been crossed and it is important to me that you
respect my previous request. She also said that the interaction between herself and Cr Synfield
was professional, and nothing beyond that.
On 2 August 2018 Mr Gill, as General Manager, emailed Cr Synfield at 11.58 am, stating in
summary:





That he (Mr Gill) was the only person within the Council who was aware of all the details of
the situation between Cr Synfield and the employee;
That the employee had been uncomfortable in her encounters with Cr Synfield because
she detected differences between the way she viewed her relationship with Cr Synfield,
and Cr Synfield’s view of it;
That the employee felt no anger or malice towards Cr Synfield; and
That he wanted to consider how Cr Synfield could return to his duties as a Councillor.

Mr Gill went on to instruct Cr Synfield on his expectations of the Councillor’s future behaviour
towards all council employees, viz.,




You make all initial contact with me when you have questions or enquiries, or ask the Mayor
to make an enquiry on your behalf;
If you do need to see a director you make an appointment;
You do not come into the staff area without an appointment or without a director having
come to accompany you through the staff area.

Mr Gill concluded his email by offering whatever support within Council’s power that Cr Synfield
needed to assist him to return to his duties as a Councillor. Cr Synfield did not respond to the
General Manager.
Mr Gill alleged that on or about 3 August 2018, Cr Synfield approached the employee as she sat in
her car in a public street. Cr Synfield did not dispute that this had occurred. As a result of this
approach, the employee asked Mr Gill, as General Manager of the Council, to discuss the situation
with the directors (senior management of the Council).
On 7 August 2018, Mr Gill wrote again to Cr Synfield. He received no response.
Mr Gill alleged that on 19 August 2018, Cr Synfield went to where the employee was feeding her
horses alone in the evening. Cr Synfield did not dispute that this had occurred. Both the
employee and Cr Synfield agreed that the employee was so startled that she screamed when he
Code Of Conduct Report Meander Valley Council
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appeared unexpectedly. At this time, Cr Synfield had made no contact with the General Manager
in response to his emails.
On 21 August 2018, the General Manager wrote again to Cr Synfield asking him to stop to reflect
and consider what impact you are having on the employee.
On 24 August 2018 the General Manager advised Cr Synfield in writing that he had sought legal
advice regarding the situation with the employee and her ability to feel safe.
Mr Gill alleged that on 26 August 2018, without the General Manager’s permission, Cr Synfield
approached another female council employee at a supermarket to ask her about a Council matter.
Cr Synfield did not dispute that this had occurred. On 27 August, the General Manager advised Cr
Synfield in writing that this employee had told him of Cr Synfield’s approach to her (in a public
place and without seeking permission from the General Manager), and that the matter of Cr
Synfield’s situation vis-à-vis council employees (including the employee) would be discussed at a
Council workshop on 28 August.
Cr Synfield did not respond to any of the General Manager’s emails. He did not dispute that he had
received all of them.
On 20 September 2018, the General Manager, Mr Gill, lodged his complaint against Cr Synfield.

Procedure (including the hearing)
Under s28ZD (1) (a), the Panel is to make every endeavour to investigate and determine a
complaint within 90 days of the Chairperson’s determining to investigate the whole of the
complaint. The Panel could not complete its investigation in respect of this complaint within that
time. The reason for that was that the Panel was without jurisdiction to investigate and determine
the complaint between September 2018 and April 2019, owing to the failure of Cr Synfield to
retain his seat as a Councillor. The investigation was resumed as soon as practicable after Cr
Synfield resumed his role as a Councillor.
Cr Synfield responded to the initial notification of the complaint on 24 October 2018 by requesting
that he be given further time to respond to the complaint. The Panel acceded to this. On Cr
Synfield’s return to Council in April 2019, the investigation reopened.
The Panel met on 10 May 2019 to consider the complaint and response from Cr Synfield.
Following that meeting, the Panel requested information from Mr Gill as follows:
 The Panel has received a document entitled ‘Extract from Employee Statement to Council
Solicitor’. Please provide the full statements provided by (the employee), or any other party,
relative to the complaint;
 Please provide a copy of the brief given to Edge Lawyers in the matter of the complaint, the
brief which resulted in the letter from Edge Legal to the General Manager dated 23 August
2018;
 Please advise the Panel of any leave from Council taken by Cr Synfield during the period
covered by the complaint;
 When did Cr Synfield return as a Councillor following the recount?
 Is (the employee) still employed by the Council, and if so, in what capacity? If she has left
Council’s employment, please tell the Panel of the date her employment terminated.
 Please provide any other evidence you consider relevant to the complaint.
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The Panel determined to conduct a hearing as part of its investigation of the complaint. In
response to the Panel’s request Mr Gill provided further documents before the hearing. The
parties were given copies of all of the written material considered by the Panel before the hearing.
The hearing was held on 30 May 2019, when it was adjourned after three hours, and concluded on
5 June 2019. Cr Synfield called two character witnesses and two witnesses with knowledge of Cr
Synfield’s role on council and in the community: Mr Ian Mackenzie and Cr John Temple. Mr Gill
called one witness, the employee. The employee provided her evidence by telephone.
The Panel heard both character witnesses attest to their relationship with Cr Synfield.
Mr Gill then made his statement to the Panel, and provided written submissions, including:
 Details of three incidents which he considered demonstrated contravention of the Code by Cr
Synfield –
o Incident 1, 3 August 20181, when Cr Synfield approached the employee while she sat in
her car awaiting traffic movement in a public street;
o Incident 2, 19 August 2018, when Cr Synfield approached the employee while she was
feeding her horses in an isolated rural area; and
o Incident 3, 26 August 2018, when Cr Synfield followed a senior female council employee
to the supermarket and spoke to her there about a council matter;
 Copies of emails between the parties pertinent to the above incidents.
Cr Synfield was provided with copies of the above material at the hearing.
Mr Gill requested that as a result of the Panel’s investigation of the complaint, Cr Synfield
acknowledge in writing that his behaviour was inappropriate, and acknowledge in writing and
abide by the direction that he have no contact with Council employees.
The employee tabled a chronology of the events from March 2017 to 19 August 2018, and
included a number of emails which had been exchanged between herself and Cr Synfield during
that time.
The employee also stated that:






The situation had been going on for almost 12 months and had taken a significant amount of
time to manage;
That from approximately mid-2018, Cr Synfield’s phone calls to her had become more
frequent, so that she began to screen his calls and send them to voice mail;
That from approximately June 2018, Cr Synfield’s emails had become more concerned with
matters outside council business, and that ‘the intensity of his level of concern for me’ began
to be worrying;
She had been and continued to be the subject of discussion and opinion, and that she was
embarrassed and distressed by this occurring in her place of employment;
Her role as an employee had of necessity been curtailed, so that she no longer attended
Council meetings, no longer presented at Council workshops, and no longer attended
Council events.

1

This may have been Thursday 2 August 2018. Mr Gill sent his first relevant email to Cr Synfield on 2 August 2018.
This incident occurred later on that day or very shortly afterwards.
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Cr Synfield considered that his relationship with the employee had three elements: employee to
Councillor, community member to Councillor, and private person to private person. Cr Synfield
disputed that he used Council matters as a vehicle for ‘other’ interaction.
Cr Synfield said that his only motivation in contacting the employee after her email to him on 23
July 2018 was not because he accepted that he had ‘crossed the line’ as a Councillor with an
employee, but because of his care and concern for her, and if his care and concern had caused her
angst and concern, he wanted to apologise to her. He tried to do this in the street on or about 3
August 2018.
Mr Gill became involved in the issue because as General Manager, the employee appealed to him
for assistance. Cr Synfield was asked by the Panel whether he considered that he might have tried
to resolve the matter of a possible apology by contacting the General Manager or another senior
member of staff, or another Councillor. Cr Synfield said that between 3 August 2018 and 19
August 2018 he had tried to apologise through the auspices of Cr Temple, but was told that the
employee had not wanted to hear such an apology: she ‘wanted to put the matter behind her’. He
said that he did not consider it was necessary to use the context of Council to make an apology to
the employee, as again, he did not consider that he had breached the boundaries of acceptable
Councillor to employee behaviour, but rather, that he had caused the employee angst and concern
as a private individual relating to another private individual.
He regarded the incident on 19 August 2018 as ‘organic’: an opportunity which arose accidentally,
and which he saw as another opportunity to apologise for causing the employee angst and
concern. He did not see this as an incident between a Councillor and an employee, but rather as
‘person to person’.
Mr Mackenzie appeared as a witness for Cr Synfield. He stated that the times at which Cr Synfield
could pick up fodder from his property for his farm varied according to his own commitments, and
therefore he disputed that Cr Synfield deliberately timed his trips to collect fodder so that he
could contact the employee while she was attending to her horses on agistment.
Cr Temple appeared as a witness for Cr Synfield. When he was asked by Cr Synfield to apologise
on his behalf to the employee, he had asked the General Manager to be permitted to speak to the
employee, and this was approved. Later that day the General Manager told Cr Temple that the
employee did not wish to receive the apology from him. He believed that Cr Synfield believed that
the matter was based on a misunderstanding.
Cr Synfield tabled emails in groups numbered from 11 to 33, dated from 12 January 2018 to 23
July 2018.
The hearing was adjourned at approximately 12.30 pm and resumed on Wednesday 5 June 2019.
In the interim between adjournment and resumption, the emails tabled by Cr Synfield were copied
and sent to the Panel and to Mr Gill.
Cr Temple resumed giving evidence on 5 June 2018. Cr Temple then left the hearing.
Cr Synfield’s response, in summary, made the following points:


There had been occasions when the employee had contacted him as a Councillor about
matters not directly related to her role as an employee, but rather, as a member of the
community;
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There had been occasions when the employee and Cr Synfield had conversations about
farming and other subjects;
He had been stunned to receive the employee’s email on 23 July 2018;
On the occasion of the contact which occurred in the street on or about 3 August 2018, he
had said in conclusion, ‘I’m sorry’;
In his later evidence he referred to this as ‘an aborted apology’;
The employee had told him that she did not consider the incident on 3 August 2018 as a
‘confrontation’;
His contact with the employee on 3 August 2018 was ‘as a private person’;
He agreed that in any public area, any Councillor is a Councillor ‘all the time’;
He reiterated that at the horse agistment area on 19 August 2018 he was not apologising as
a Councillor but as one private person to another;
He stated that on 19 August, it was his view that he was not having contact with a member
of staff, and that the General Manager’s emails of 2 August 2018 and 7 August 2018 were
‘misconceiving’ and ‘inflammatory’;
He was not sorry that he had interacted with the employee after 2 August 2018;
He did not think that he had breached the Code by raising a council matter with a council
employee at a supermarket on 26 August 2018, but said that he discussed an upcoming
Council meeting with her, for which he did not have the General Manager’s permission;
He did not respond to the General Manager’s invitations to discuss the primary matter with
the employee because that would give ‘some imprimatur to what was being said’, and also,
it would have required him to respond to the General Manager.

Mr Gill and Cr Synfield were invited to make submissions on sanction. Cr Synfield made no
submission on this matter at the hearing. Mr Gill indicated that the Council would arrange and
pay the cost of appropriate training in the event that the Panel ordered Cr Synfield to undertake
such training.
The Panel considered possible sanctions in the event that the complaint were to be upheld. On 18
June 2019 Mr Gill and Cr Synfield were invited to comment on an order for training with Rachel
Moore Consulting as a possible sanction on Cr Synfield. Cr Synfield requested to be allowed to
provide further information to the Panel, and this was allowed. On 3 July 2019 the Panel met to
consider the additional information provided by Cr Synfield and the submissions provided by Mr
Gill and Cr Synfield on sanction. The Panel did not consider it necessary to give Mr Gill an
opportunity to respond to the additional material provided by Mr Synfield before making its
determination of the complaint.

Material considered by the Panel
 Statement made by the employee to Edge Legal, undated, 6 pp
 Extract of statement made by the employee to Edge Legal, undated, 3pp
 Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 0915, 18 July 2018, and forwarded the same day to
the General Manager
 Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 1442, 31 May 2018
 Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 1454, 31 May 2018
 Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 1751, 31 May 2018
 Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 2 June 2018
 Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 4 June 2018
 Generic email response from employee, 4 June 2018
 Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 6 June 2018
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Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 15 June 2018
Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 20 June 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 27 June 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 1 July 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 4 July 2018
Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 4 July 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 12 July 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 17 July 2018
Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 0915, 18 July 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to the employee, 1349, 18 July 2018
Email from the employee to Cr Synfield, 0922, 23 July 2018
Email from Martin Gill, General Manager, to Cr Synfield, 2 August 2018
Email from Martin Gill, General Manager, to Cr Synfield, 7 August 2018
Email from Martin Gill, General Manager, to Cr Synfield, 19 August 2018
Advice from Edge Legal to the General Manager, dated 23 August 2018, entitled Complaint by
the employee regarding behaviour of Cr Synfield
Email from Martin Gill, General Manager, to Cr Synfield, 24 August 2018
Email from Martin Gill, General Manager, to Cr Synfield, 27 August 2018
Email exchange between Lynette While, Council’s Director Community and Development
Services, and the General Manager, 27 August 2018
Email from Cr Synfield to two council officers, 4 October 2018
Email from Martin Gill, General Manager, to Cr Synfield, 4 October 2018
Meander Valley Council file note dated 16 October 2018, 3 pp
A List of Events sent by the employee to Martin Gill, 16 October 2018, 2 pp
Email from Cr Synfield to the Executive Officer, Code of Conduct Panel, dated 27 May 2019,
regarding his witnesses for the hearing
Statutory Declaration from Martin Gill regarding witness statement from the employee, 27
May 2019
Statutory Declaration from Robyn Pearl Receveur, 27 May 2019, 3pp
Statement to the Panel by Martin Gill, with four appendices, tabled 30 May 2019
Statement of chronological events from the employee, tabled by Martin Gill, 30 May 2019
Statement by Cr John Temple, tabled 5 June 2019
Email from Mr Gill re possible sanction, 18 June 2019
Email from Cr Synfield re possible sanction, 25 June 2019
Submission from Cr Synfield, 27 June 2019

Determination
The Code of Conduct Panel upholds the complaint against Cr Synfield.

Reasons for the Determination
Part 7 Relationships with community, Councillors, and council employees
7.1

A Councillor
a. must treat all persons with courtesy, fairness, dignity and respect; and
b. must not cause any reasonable person offence or embarrassment; and
c. must not bully or harass any person.
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The Panel finds that Cr Synfield did not comply with the explicit requests of the employee sent to
him on 18 July 2018, and reiterated on 23 July 2018. The employee stated categorically that their
relationship must be on a professional basis, limited to professional interactions between a
Councillor and a council employee. The Panel finds that Cr Synfield failed to respect the wishes of
the employee by approaching her on or about 3 August 2018 and again on 19 August 2018, and
that his behaviour caused her embarrassment.
The Panel finds that the actions of continuing to approach the employee outside the Council
offices, without permission from the General Manager, after she had requested that he desist, and
the General Manager had instructed him to desist, constituted harassment of the employee. The
Panel heard Cr Synfield’s view that his approaches were undertaken as a private person, not as a
Councillor. The Panel did not consider that Cr Synfield’s defense was valid, given the intercession
into the matter by the General Manager as the person responsible for the welfare of the employee
as an employee of Meander Valley Council.
7.5

A Councillor must not contact an employee of the council in relation to council matters
unless authorised by the General Manager of the council.

The Panel finds that on two occasions, Cr Synfield contacted the employee without the permission
of the General Manager, and on one occasion, contacted a different employee, also without
permission from the General Manager. All three events occurred after the General Manager had
specifically instructed Cr Synfield not to do this. The Panel finds that while Cr Synfield put forward
the view that his contacts with the employee were not on council matters, the issue had
definitively become a council matter from the time that the General Manager, as the employer,
intervened to support his employee. The Panel is satisfied that what Cr Synfield discussed with
the second employee, by own account, amounted to council matters.
Part 8 Representation
8.7

the personal conduct of a Councillor must not reflect, or have the potential to reflect,
adversely on the reputation of the council.

The Panel finds that Cr Synfield’s behaviour has the potential to reflect adversely on the
reputation of the Council, given his position as an elected person, the role of the employee within
the Council, and the subsequent restriction of her role across the organisation.

Sanction
The Panel imposes a reprimand on Cr Synfield, and requires him to undertake training in the
competencies of Emotional Intelligence. This training is to be organised by Council and provided
by Rachel Moore Consulting. The Panel requires Cr Synfield to attend at least three, and up to five
sessions with Ms Moore. Training is to commence on or before 9 August 2019 and be concluded
by 30 September 2019.
The reasons for the imposition of the sanction are: the serious nature of the breaches; the
Councillor’s disregard of the General Manager’s approaches which were designed both to protect
the employee and make Cr Synfield aware of his obligations under the Code of Conduct; and the
lack of awareness and understanding of those obligations that Cr. Synfield showed during the
Panel’s investigation. The Panel hopes that with further training, Cr Synfield might gain that
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understanding and continue to fulfil his duties as a Councillor without committing further similar
breaches of the Code.

Right to Review
Under s28ZJ of the Act, a person aggrieved by the determination of the Panel is entitled to apply
to the Magistrates Court (Administrative Appeals Division) for a review of the determination on
the ground that the Panel has failed to comply with the rules of natural justice.

Lynn Mason
(Chairperson)

Anthony Mihal
(Legal Member)
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ITEMS FOR CLOSED SECTION OF THE MEETING:
Councillor xx moved and Councillor xx seconded “that pursuant to Regulation
15(2)(g) of the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015,
Council close the meeting to the public to discuss the following items.”
Voting Requirements
Absolute Majority
Council moved to Closed Session at x.xxpm

GOVERNANCE 2

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Confirmation of Minutes of the Closed Session of the Ordinary Council Meeting
held on 9 July, 2019.

GOVERNANCE 3

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
(Reference Part 2 Regulation 15(2)(h) Local Government (Meeting Procedures)
Regulations 2015)

CORPORATE 2

TOURISM NORTHERN TASMANIA FUNDING AGREEMENT 2020 TO 2022
(Reference Part 2 Regulation 15(2)(d) Local Government (Meeting Procedures)
Regulations 2015)

CORPORATE 3

VARIATION TO CONTRACT FOR SALE – 18 FRANKLIN STREET, WESTBURY
(Reference Part 2 Regulation 15(2)(d) Local Government (Meeting Procedures)
Regulations 2015)

INFRASTRUCTURE 2

CONTRACT 209 – 2019/20 – PROSPECT VALE PARK TRAINING GROUND
UPGRADES
(Reference Part 2 Regulation 15(2) Local Government (Meeting Procedures)
Regulations 2015)
Council returned to Open Session at x.xxpm
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Cr xxx moved and Cr xxx seconded “that the following decisions were taken by
Council in Closed Session and are to be released for the public’s information.”
The meeting closed at …………

…………………………………………….
WAYNE JOHNSTON (MAYOR)
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